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SUMMARY

The control circuit of electronic power supplies for a High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamp is
relatively complicated. The development of a ballast for a new lamp is usually a trial and error
activity. Following this development method, an optimum design is never possible. The current
development in microelectronics opens the possibility to digitize a big part of the HID lamp
ballast control circuit. Digitalization based on a microcontroller is expensive (short instalment).
Also the microcontroller application gives some advantages, such as better performance and
faster development method, more flexibility for complex algorithm implementation, and
expansion possibility for the user-interface (communication).

In this thesis a controlled ballast based on 80Cl66 is presented for a 32Watt DC HID lamp.
This ballast is divided into 4 blocks: preconditioner (preliminary a 400Volt power supply), high
efficiency (95%) 200kHz/32Watt Buck converter based on ZVS-QSC (Zero-Voltage-Switch
Quasi-Square wave-Converter), ignitor (fly-back converter, 1.6kV DC), and control circuit
(Current Mode Controller and 80Cl66). With the Current Mode Controller (CMC), the Buck
converter can operate in open circuit, short circuit, and normal state. The control algorithm is
implemented in the 80Cl66 microcontroller. This control algorithm consists of three states:
initialization, ignition, and power regulation.

The controlled ballast based on 80Cl66 is able to feed the 32 Watt DC HID lamp correctly.
The power regulation is based on the small signal p-i characteristic of the lamp, which is
derived from a system identification. By a good approximation the power variation only
depends on the current variation. The lamp power is directly controlled according to the
multiplication P1a=V1a*Ila (where in the conventional controller S=V1a+IH1a is used). The
optimum integrator time constant of the power controller is 0.3 s. The feedback power control
system has a settling time of 0.1 s to 5% tolerance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present and future generation control circuits of electronic power supplies for the High
Intensity Discharge (HID) lamp are relatively complicated. The interface between the mains
and the lamp demands an accurate specification: the mains current distortion must be
minimized to reduce the mains-pollution (maximizing the power factor), the ripple current
of the lamp must be small (typically 5%) to obviate the acoustic resonance effect, an high
efficiency ballast is required to save the energy consumption, and economically the product
must be cheap and have a small size. In the future a user-interface could be added (remote
control, dimming, etc).

Currently, the control circuit of a ballast is based on analogue circuits such as opamps,
integrators, timers, comparators, etc. There are many tasks, sometimes quite complex, and
mostly lamp-type dependent. Thus it is visible that in practice the number of analogue
components for the ballast application rises up to a very high number. The development of
a ballast for a new lamp is usually a trial and error activity. This gives an extra complication
in the design process because the specification can be made only after all development has
finished. Following this development method, an optimum design is never possible.

The current development in microelectronics makes it possible to digitize a big part of the
HID-lamp ballast analogue circuit. A single chip microcontroller, such as SAB 80Cl66,
promises a dramatic reduction of analogue components. A ballast circuit with switch
frequency of 20kHz can be directly controlled by the SAB 80Cl66. In this case the control
mode is a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) with 7-bit resolution (accuracy of 0.8%). To
control a ballast with a very high switching frequency, for instance 200kHz, extra hardware
must be added. The PWM mode must be replaced by a Current Mode Control (CMC).

Digitalization opens a new method of development with some advantages:

• Low-cost software modifications will replace high-cost hardware modifications,
• Interactive system development by using an interactive high level language software,

such as FORTH, will replace time wasting analogue modifications,
• Possibility for implementation of control algorithms such as 1-, PI-, PID- controller, or a

more complex controller such us adaptive - or self tuning controller,
• Expansion for the user-interface (communication) in the same microcontroller.

The purpose of this research is designing a DC HID-lamp ballast and creating a universal
HID-lamp ballast control circuit based on SAB 80Cl66. The type of the control circuit is a
power controller. This ballast will be applied as experimental power-supply.

The ballast consists of:

a. Preconditioner,
b. Down converter,
c. Ignitor, and
d. Control circuit.
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A DC HID lamp compared to an AC HID lamp has a dramatic component reduction on its
ballast. A commutator is not needed to supply a DC HID lamp. This saves space and cost
of a DC HID lamp ballast. The small signal impedance of a 32Watt DC HID lamp
(HALARC Metal Halide) is not very dominant in comparation with the property of a
32Watt AC HID lamp (Phillips White Son). Power regulation of a DC HID lamp will be
easier and faster than a AC HID lamp. This is the second advantage of DC HID lamp.

The plan of this research is as follows:
a. Realization of an interactive development board based on 80Cl66,
b. System identification of a DC HID-lamp,
c. Derivation of a new strategy of the power control algorithm.
d. Design of a high efficiency, 200kHz/32Watt Forward Converter,
e. Design of a Current Mode Control for the Forward Converter (ForCe), which could

control the ForCe in open circuit -, short circuit - , and normal state,
f. Building of a prototype Ignitor, a Fly-back Converter,
g. Implementation of the power controller in 80Cl66 and completing the ballast system

as an experimental power supply.

Design of an electronic ballast for a lamp is always based on lamp properties. The power
circuit of the electronic ballast depends on the large signal properties of the lamp, such as
nominal lamp voltage, nominal lamp current, ignition voltage, etc. Some information about
small signal properties of the lamp is needed, to control the lamp power at its nominal level.
The regulation algorithm of the control circuit is based on these small signal characteristics,
such as small signal impedance characteristic (v-i characteristic), small signal p-i characteris
tic, etc.

Chapter 2 describes a system identification of a 32 Watt DC HID-lamp. A pascal program is
developed to determinate an electrical model of the DC HID-lamp. This model is useful to
derive a small signal p-i characteristic. The power controller type is based on this p-i
characteristic.

Chapter 3 illustrates the complete schematic of a HID-lamp ballast and gives its specificati
ons. Further this chapter describes: a design of a 200kHz/32Watt ForCe inclusive the CMC,
completing a closed-loop system of the ForCe. The principle of a prototype ignitor (a fly
back Converter) is also shown.

In chapter 4 the capabilities of the SAB 80Cl66 are investigated. A FORTH SYSTEM is
implemented in EPROMs. Together with 80Cl66, this FORTH SYSTEM creates an
interactive program development system. This chapter also describes possible tasks inventory
which could be handled by a microcontroller for controlling a HID-lamp ballast.

Chapter 5 gives a realization of an experimental power supply based on 80Cl66, and
discusses the result of the power measurement.

Chapter 6 discusses conclusions and recommendations of the research.
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2. SMALL SIGNAL CHARACfERISTIC OF DC "J.D. LAMP

The controller type of the ballast is a power controller. The power controller will keep the
lamp power constant. To design an optimum power controller, a small signal characteristic
of the controlled lamp is needed. Therefore a system identification of a 32 Watt DC HID
lamp must be done.

The system identification is based on a model. Parameters of this model are determined
from measurement data.

2.1. THE NATIJRE OF DC H.I.D LAMP

It is well known that a HID lamp has a non minimum phase (NMP) characteristic in its
small signal v-i characteristic. In this case, NMP means: A positive step excitation in the
lamp current, will give an undershoot in the lamp voltage response. This undershoot
increases the settling time. If this characteristic is very dominant, it will give difficulty if
one tries to design a fast feedback system for this lamp.

In term of control system engineering, a system is called NMP if that system has, at least,
one zero in the right half s-plane (RHP).

2.1.1. N.M.P. System: A Simple Model 1 RHP Zero and 2 Poles

A system identification of an AC HID lamp (White Son, 32 Watt) has been done l
• A

relative simple model is applied to characterize the behavior of a AC lamp. The small
signal impedance model of an AC HID lamp is given by the next relation:

(2.1)

The impedance Z\(s) has one RHP zero (w z) and two poles (w p1 and wp2). K<O is a
constant with dimension [Ohm.rad/s]. We can rewrite that relation in partial fractions as:

(2.2)

Where

(2.3)

Now the impedance characteristic becomes much easier to understand. The impedance is
the sum of two first-order systems, ZII(S) and Zlis). It holds that ZJl >0, Z\2<0, and
ZII +~2>0. Assume wpl < wp2' It is clear that ZI2(S) has a faster response than ZII(S).
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If we apply a current step excitation ~i>O to this impedance, Zli(S) (i=1,2) will give an
exponential voltage response. Zn(s) causes a positive exponential response (ZlI >0) and
Zds) causes a negative exponential response (ZI2<0). At first the response of ZI2(S) is
dominant, and it is negative. At that time, the sum of these responses will give an
undershoot (a NMP characteristic). At the end of the response (t ...oo or s...O) the small
voltage deviation will become (Zn+~2)~i>0.

This model is also valid for a DC IDD lamp. We will use this model to characterize the
small signal impedance of the 32 Watt DC HID lamp.

2.1.2. System Identification

To identify the lamp characteristic, we need a current source. First the lamp must be
ignited, and then the current source will bring the lamp into its nominal operating state,
where the lamp voltage V1a=VO' the lamp current I1a=Io, the lamp power P1a=PO and the
lamp impedance Zo=V0110. The characteristic measurement are done at this nominal
point. The measurement schematic is depicted in figure 2.1. A current source will excite
the lamp with a small step current i(t), and the lamp voltage will respond according to
its impedance characteristic. Measurement data of i(t) and vet) are saved into files. A
100 hours old lamp is used during the system identification.

Digital Scope

~
:::'::':'

, ) ~ l '. '. '. '.

,:,: '.'.'.'... .. .- ~ . -
A B

Q Q
...Q..

oIEEE-Card

J..--./D ~
1111I11111111111111 i1===l-'\

liilP E~'im\

LPFs - Low Pass Filters

Figure 2.1. System identification scheme of A DC HID lamp parameters

The current source is a down converter based on current mode control. The range of
the switch frequency of this converter is 20kHz-80kHz. The ripple current of this
converter is about 20%. Low pass Filters are used to achieve noise-free measurements
of the lamp current and the lamp voltage variations.
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A pascal program has been developed for the calculation of the lamp parameters Zn,
~z, wpl' and wpz' This program is based on the minimum variance squared method. For
more detail see appendix A Table AI. gives the result of the system identification.

Example results of the system identification are shown in figure 2.2. and figure 2.3. The
calculation of those lamp parameters is based on formula 2.2.

Conclusion of the system identification:

a). The largest time constant 'tp1 =1/wpl is about 10 s, and the other time constant
'tpz= l!wpz is smaller than 1 ms. This second time constant is faster than the
measurement accuracy (limited by those low pass filters), so an exact value of this
time constant can not be given.

b). The small signal impedance of the lamp is a non-linear system. The parameters of
the lamp are changing with the current direction. Figure 3.2. and figure 3.3. give
different parameters, although the current step variation for both case is the same
(20% from the nominal value).

In other words: the poles and the zero of the lamp impedance shift, depending on
the mean value of the current lamp.

c). In term of percentage, the voltage variation is much smaller than the variation in
the current. It means IZI1(s)+Zlz(s) I<Zo. It will have certain consequences for
the control power strategy (see chapter 2.2).

d). The model in formula 2 can be reduced to:

Z~s) (2.4)

This is the consequence of conclusion a). This reduction is allowed if the time
constant of the lamp power regulation much slower than 1 ms. The small signal
impedance of the lamp in formula 2.4 will be used for the next purpose.
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Figure 2.2. A positive step response (Lli>O) of a DC HID lamp
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Figure 2.3. A negative step response (Lli<O) of a DC HID lamp
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2.2. CONnOL STRATEGY OF POWER REGULATION FOR DC H.I.D. LAMP

In the ballast application the type of the controller is a power controller. By definition,
power is voltage multiplied by current, and it is a non-linear relation. It is very complex to
design a controller for a non-linear system.

The power controller must keep the lamp power constant, that is the nominal power. It
has been observed at the nominal point the variation of the lamp current and the lamp
voltage are small, so the variation in power will be small too. In this condition a linearizat
ion in the power relation is allowed. By linearization, the design of an optimum power
controller will be much easier.

2.2.1. Linearization of Power-Current Relation

Once again, in DC system, power by definition is:

(2.5)

Linearization is done by assuming that in the nominal state the lamp has a small
disturbance,

The second order term is neglectable, so:

Pla(t)-Po = p(t) = loi(t) ( Vo + v(t) )
10 i(t)

(2.6)

(2.7)

with Zo=VJIo and Zl(s)=v(s)/i(s), the linearization of the small signal power is complet
ed (s-domain):

p(s) = loi(s) ( Zo + Z/"s) ) = li(s)Z/s) .

Zp(S)=ZO+ZI(S) represents the small signal p-i characteristic of a HID lamp.

(2.8)

For the 32 Watt DC HID lamp Zo is much larger than Z)(s). In this case the p-i charac
teristic will be a minimum phase system (no RHP zero in the Zp(s)). Because Zp(s)=Zo,
the variation in the lamp power will only depend on the variation in the lamp current.
So a fast power regulation can be realized just by using an integrator as the power
controller. The time constant of this integrator depends on the D/A converter band
width of the microcontroller. See chapter 5.
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2.2.2. Power Control Algorithm

The control algorithm will be implemented in a microcontroller, so normalization is
necessary. The controller must keep the power lamp at the nominal level. Thus it is
trivial that the normalization will be based on those nominal magnitudes. pes) is
normalized with Po, i(s) with 10, and Zp(s) with ZOo After normalization formula 2.8
becomes,

[pes)] lies)] [Zp(s)] . (2.9)

Now [pes)], [i(s)], and [Zp(s)] are dimension less. From now on brackets means a scaled
magnitude. The feedback control system for the lamp power regulation is shown in
figure 2.4 (for the realization see chapter 5).

[pref] + [e(s)] [i(s)] [pes)]
~

~ Controller - [Zp(s)]- - -
- J~

Figure 2.4. Control strategy of the power regulation of a DC HID lamp

The power of the lamp must be kept constant. The control strategy is as follows: The
lamp voltage [VIa(t)] and the current voltage [I1a(t)] are measured. Multiplication of
those two parameters results in a lamp power, so [PlaCt)] = [Vla(t)]*[Ila(t)]. This large
signal power is subtracted from a reference power (the nominal power [Po]), and it will
present as a small signal power [pet)]. It is clear that the small signal power reference
[PreC<:t)]=O, so the power error [e(t)]= -[pet)] = [Po]-[P1a(t)]. The controller, in this case
an integrator, will compensate this power error by controlling the small signal current
[i(t)].
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3. H.I.D. LAMP BALLAST

The DC HID (High Intensity Discharge) lamp family is a high pressure lamp. Compared to
a low pressure lamp, a high pressure lamp has some differences and advantages such as
more compact and high power. High power means high light output, good quality, accompa
nies high efficacy v.v.

A DC HID lamp compared to an AC HID lamp gives a dramatic component reduction in
the ballast. A commutator is not needed to supply a DC HID lamp. This saves space and
lowers cost of a DC HID lamp ballast.

The specification of an electronic ballast depends on the lamp properties (for instance, a
different kind of lamp asks a different method of ignition). In this research we will design a
ballast for a 32 Watt HALARC Metal Halide lamp.

3.1. SPECIFICATION OF 32 WAlT HALARC METAL HALIDE LAMP

Information about the lamp specifications is very important for ballast design. For instance
lamp temperature, light color, acoustic resonance, steady state lamp voltage, steady state
lamp current, ignition voltage and waveform (pulse or DC), ripple voltage, small signal
impedance characteristic.

A 32 Watt metal Halide lamp is operated vertically, base up ± 15° in open or enclosed
fixtures. This type of lighting is well known as 'down lighting'.

Traditionally, Metal halide ballast design only focused on steady-state operation, with the
exception of sustaining voltages due to reignitation spikes. This is not the case for ballast
design for the 32 Watt HALARC. Starting and the transition from glow to arc are critical
modes of operation and must be designed correctly.

Electrical characteristics:

High performance metal halide lamp for use on General Electric Ballast E-MX32-277
(nominal switching frequency 30kHz) has following specifications2

,

Normal state:
a. Nominal lamp power
b. Nominal lamp voltage:
c. Nominal lamp current:

Poom = 32Watt,
Voom = 9OVolt,
loom = 360mA

Ignition state:
d. Minimal open circuit voltage (DC) for starting: Vigo = lkV.

Pulse starting for the 32 Watt HALARC is not recommended (all parameters are DC, the
lamp is a DC lamp). For more detail about the lamp specification see2

•
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Starting and transition states

Figure 3.1. gives some fundamental modes of the lamp operation2
•

400

t 350

~ (Volt) 300

250

200

150

100

50

0

Abnormal glow voltage

GR • Glow Region
AGR • Abnormal

Glow Region
GAT· Glow to Axc

Transition
AR • Axc Mode Region

AR

Operating Voltage

time .........

Figure 3.1. 32 Watt HALARC Lamp, Lamp Operating Modes

The first mode of the operation is the breakdown mode. In this mode the fill gas IS

ionized by the voltage placed across the lamp terminals.

The second mode of operation is the glow mode. The lamp travels to this mode from the
breakdown mode. In this region the lamp voltage, (approx. 180-200 Vdc), rises slightly
with increasing current. This is the positive resistance region. The lamp voltage may
continue to increase more rapidly through a secondary glow region referred to as the
abnormal glow region. The lamp voltage will peak to a value higher than the initial glow
voltage. The abnormal glow voltage may reach 360-380 Vdc, dependent on the instanta
neous current supplied by the ballast. It is important that the ballast has a compliance
voltage greater than the abnormal glow voltage during this region. Insufficient compliance
will cause the lamp to stay in glow.

The time between the peak of the abnormal glow voltage and the arc mode is referred to
as the glow to arc transition region. During this period the discharge has a negative
resistance and a rapidly decreasing lamp voltage.

The lamp voltage will continue to decrease to a minimum voltage of 15 to 35 Vdc. The
lamp is now in the arc mode. During the first minutes of operation the lamp voltage will
begin to rise to the operating voltage of the lamp as the mercury pressure increases. The
time required to come up to operating voltage and the operating power is dependent on
the ballast current.
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3.2. A DC H.I.D. LAMP BALLAST CONFIGURATION

Figure 3.2. illustrates an electronic ballast configuration for a 32 Watt Metal Halide lamp.
This configuration is based on specifications and conditions in preceding chapter.

Control Circuit

lllD LampDown ConverterPreconditioner

measurement T--__I

220 Volt
so Hz

switching
control

switching
control

Ignitor

Figure 3.2. A DC HID lamp ballast configuration

The ballast is divided into 4 blocks:

a. Preconditioner,
b. Down converter,
c. Ignitor,
d. Control circuit.

The Preconditioner converts the sinusoidal voltage from the mains (rms 220 Volt, 50 Hz)
into a DC level 385 Volt. The Preconditioner is designed so that the input current to the
mains guarantees an optimum power-factor and keeps the mains distortion minimum.

Assume, the preconditioner is an ideal power supply with a constant output voltage 385
Volt. There are three transition states to be crossed, to bring the lamp into its normal
operating state.
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Initialization

Initialization is completed, if the following conditions are valid:

The output of the preconditioner is 385 Volt. The lamp is in the off state, and the lamp is
not yet ignited (the lamp is an infinitely high impedance). The down converter supplies an
open voltage about 385 Volt over the lamp (this voltage has a function as a compliance
voltage in the abnormal glow voltage, see chapter 3.1.).

If the initialization is completed, the lamp is ready to ignite.

Ignition

If the lamp is ready to ignite, the control circuit will set the ignitor high. A high voltage of
ca. 1.6kV is then placed over the terminals of the lamp. The output voltage of the ignitor
is still high until the lamp is ignited or if the maximum ignition period is reached. More
about the ignitor in chapter 3.5.

If the lamp is ignited, then the lamp voltage will travel in several modes (see chapter 3.1.).

In the very beginning of the arc mode, the lamp voltage is very low, about 15 Volt. It
means the down converter will be shortcircuited. Protection (current limiter) is needed to
avoid the overcurrent. This problem is simply solved when a current mode controller is
applied to control the down converter. More about down converter and current mode
control in chapter 3.3. and 3.4.

Control

When the lamp is on, the control circuit will control the power of the lamp. So the
controller will bring the lamp into its operating state. The lamp power will be kept
constant at 32 Watt. It is clear that the control circuit takes care of the coordination in
the ballast according to required conditions. Practically, it means controlling power
MOSFETs.
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3.3. ForCe

Ballast design in this research will focus on the design of a down converter called ForCe
(Forward Converter), which will controlled by a microcontroller (in this context the term
"Forward Converter" is not related to a type of down converter which uses a transformer
as a galvanic coupling between the input and the output of the converter).

ForCe has a very high switching frequency, 200kHz. The microcontroller can not directly
control the ForCe (those power switches), caused by its speed limitation and control
accuracy. An convenient interface between Il-controller and the ForCe is then required.
That is a Voltage Controlled Current Mode Controller. The schematic of the ForCe and
its operation modes are depicted in figure 3.3 and 3.4. The inductor current in every mode
is given in figure 3.5.

Cpar

Ml
L

+

V.m
c

+
R Vout

Forward Converter = ForCe

Figure 3.3. ForCe

Vin = DC input voltage of the ForCe (385 Volt),
VOU! = Output voltage of the ForCe,
L = Inductor,
C = Output capacitance,
R = Resistor (simulates the lamp in normal state),
Cpar = Total parasitic capacitance of the MOSFETs,
Ip1us = Maximum of the inductor current iu
Imin = Minimum of the inductor current iu
Ts = Switching frequency,
~ = Duty cycle,
't} = Charge time of the parasitic capacitance,
't2 = Discharge time of the parasitic capacitance,
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L
~

L

v
out

Mode 1
Ml off, M2 on
D2 shortcircuited

Mode 2
Ml off, M2 off

D20ff

Lrrvv>, L

Mode 3
Ml on, M2 off

D2 reverse mode

Mode 4
Ml off, M2 off

D20ff

Figure 3.4. ForCe and its operating modes

~........e:...._ !min

:2 3
~: :...1

O---'>.~~--/---~---------~-----,L------

mode 1 : 2: 3 4
~: :... ~: :...
Od 5Ts 5Ts+'t'2 Ts

Figure 3.5. Inductor current iL and VDS2 in several modes
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Ml = Main MOSFET
M2 = Second MOSFET
01 = Parasitic diode of the main MOSFET,
02 = Parasitic diode of the second MOSFET.

Assumed the ForCe is in steady state, so Vout is about ~ViD.

Mode 1: Ml is off, M2 is on, and 02 is shortcircuited. The inductor voltage VL =-Vout<O,
so iL decreases linearly. If ImiD is reached (lmin <0), then M2 is switched off. The
converter is then in Mode 2.

Mode 2: Ml is still off, M2 is off, and 02 is off. The parasitic capacitance Cpar then will
be charged with an energy of Y:!LImin2. So the voltage over Cpar' is also equal to
VOS2' will increase. In other words the inductive energy is converted into a
capacitive energy Y:!CparVos/ We can design so that VOS2 is equal to Yin' when
at that moment ('r 1) the main MOSFET is switched on. So Zero Voltage
Switching (ZVS) is achieved3

,4. Therefore the switching loss is reduced.

Mode 3: Ml is on, M2 is off, and 02 is in reverse mode. The inductor voltage VL =Vin

Vout>O. So the inductor current will increase linearly. When Ip1us is reached Ml
will switch off.

Mode 4: Ml is off, M2 is off, and 02 is off. Cpar will be discharged. VDS2 will decrease
very rapidly ('r2). When VDS2 becomes zero M2 is switched on (ZVS/

A conventional down converter has just 2 modes. They are Mode 1 and Mode 3 of the
ForCe. It is clear that the ForCe is a down converter, where the diode of this convention
al converter is replaced by a MOSFET. By using this extra MOSFET, a negative inductor
current can be applied. In this way reduction in the switching losses is achieved (Mode 2
and Mode 4). Experimentally an efficiency of 90-95% is reached.

In the literature, the ForCe is known as a Buck converter based on ZVS-QSC (Zero
Voltage-Switch Quasi-Square wave-Converter) technique4

•
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3.3.1. Design of Filter (R,L,C) of the ForCe

The resistor R

The resistor design is easy,

(3.1)

Assume Vla =l00Volt and Ila=320mA, then R is equal to 312.50.

The Inductor L

The design of the inductor is based on ZVS (Zero Voltage Switching), where the energy
balance of the inductive energy Y2Llmin

2 and the capacitive energy Y2CparVin2 is used.
More detail see in appendix B. The negative peak current Imin as function of the
parasitic capacitance Cpar is given in the next relation, and depicted in figure 3.6.

l min = -Ipar [1 + ~ 1+ 2(~) ],
(3.2)

lpar =
CparVin

~(l-~)Ts

Ipar has a dimension of Ampere, and it can not be measured.

The value of L follows from the relation,

L = ~(1-~)VinTs

2(1la - lmin)

(3.3)

L as function of Cpar is given in figure 3.7. If Cpar is 150pF, ~=0.256, Ts=5~s and
Vin =385Volt, then Imin is about -275mA So the inductor L is about 320~H.

We see Imin is in the range of the Ila. This is the consequence of a design in low power
converter. The value of Cpar depends on the type of the used MOSFET. If Cpar could be
smaller, Imin would be smaller, but L becomes larger.
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Figure 3.6. Imin versus CpaI"' with Vin =385V, ~=0.256, Ts=5~s, and Ita =320mA
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The output capacitance C

The design of the output capacitance is based on the value of the allowed ripple output
voltage. A ripple of 5% is a typical design value. From experience the acoustic reso
nance effect is in this case avoided.

A relation between the ripple voltage and filter parameters is given in the next relation
(derivation see in appendix C):

[
~ VOld] = 4 sineTt ~ )

Vour Tta

1
LC

(3.4)

where <">s=21tffs. Figure 3.8. gives the relation between C and the related ripple.
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Figure 3.8. Relative ripple versus C, with L=350lJ.H, a=0.256, and Ts=5lJ.s.

We see in figure 3.8. a large capacitance is related to a small ripple. For our ForCe, the
value of the output capacitance C is chosen equal to 0.22lJ.F, thus the relative ripple in
nominal state is about 3%.
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3.3.2 Level Shifter

The switching state of the main MOSFET is complementary with the switching state of
the second MOSFET. The gate of the second MOSFET can be controlled directly by a
low voltage pulse (+ 12 Volt). For the main MOSFET a level shifter is needed. The level
shifter causes delay in the on-state of the main MOSFET. This is not a disadvantage.
Actually, the trick of the second mode is valid during this delay period, which will improve
the efficiency of the converter. The complete schematic of the ForCe is depicted in
appendix D.

3.4. CURRENT MODE CONTROL (C.M.C.)

Unlike PWM direct duty ratio, where to control the inductor current (the duty ratio) a
fIXed frequency sawtooth waveform is compared with a control voltage is applied, current
mode control directly controls the output inductor current that feeds the output-stage.
Current Mode Controlled effectively eliminates the phase lag of a control function
associated with the output filter inductor or the energy-storage inductor. CMC is far
superior to the commonly used PWM duty-ratio controllers. Figure 3.9. illustrates the
ForCe and CMC configuration.

Ml
L

M2 ifl R Vout

- R
sb1Jllt

Watchdog 2

Q

Watchdog 1 W"mdow Comparators

Vth+

Vth-

Figure 3.9. ForCe based on Current Mode Control
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~hunt = Sensor of the inductor current iL,

V1H+ = Control voltage which is proportional to the maximum of iL (lpJus)'
V1H_ = Control voltage which is proportional to the minimum of iL (Imin)'
C+ = Comparator which detects the maximum of iL (lp1us)'
C = Comparator which detects the minimum of iL (Imin),
Q- = The output of the logic circuit which controls the switch state of M1.

The ForCe controlled by CMC creates a current source, which is required for the ballast
application. Those control voltages, V1H+ and V1H_, are controlled by a compensator. The
type of the compensator depends on the type of controlled system. It could be a voltage-,
current-, or power regulation. Here a power regulation is required.

3.4.1. Principle of C.M.C.

Normal state

Assume the ForCe is in the steady state of normal operation. The main MOSFET is on,
so the inductor current increases linearly. If iL becomes equal to Ip1us' the main MOSFET
is then switched off. Now the second MOSFET is switched on (with a small delay 't2)'

The inductor current then decreases linearly. If iL becomes equal to Imin, the second
MOSFET is switched off, and the main MOSFET switches on (with a natural delay 'tl'

caused by the level shifter). And so on.

Figure 3.10. depicts the inductor current in the normal state. Those modes of the ForCe
are not described in detail anymore. In stead of those modes, figure 3.10. marks the
component (C+, C, Watchdog1=WD1, or Watchdog2=WD2) which force the logic
circuit to control the state of those MOSFETs.

In this way the inductor current will be limited in a band (lp1us,Imin)' So overcurrent is
avoided. To realize this principe, the inductor current must be measured. This signal
then is compared with two reference voltages (V1H+ and V1H.) which are proportional
with IpJus and Imin' The outputs of these comparators are inputs to a logic circuit, which
decides the state of the main- and the second MOSFET.

The relation IZI(S) I<Zo is valid for the 32Watt DC HID lamp in the normal state. It
means the power variation pes) depends only on the current variation i(s), and the lamp
voltage Vta=Vo is constant. Assumed Yin is also constant, so the duty cycle of the M1
gate pulse must be constant too (VO=~Vin)' Imin is also a fixed magnitude. Ip1us can be
written as:

(3.5)

Now Ip1us depends only on the switching period Ts' Summary: aPla-ala-alpIUs-OTs' So
the lamp power is variable proportionally to the variation of the switching period of the
ForCe Ts (Ts=1/fs)' In this case CMC operates as a VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscilla
tor).
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Figure 3.10. The inductor current iL in normal state

In the start-up phase, our ForCe must be able to supply a compliance voltage in open
circuit (lamp is not ignited yet). Therefore in steady state the mean value of the inductor
current is almost zero. If our CMC is only based in normal state, there will be a
problem. This is because iL will never reach Ip1us' It means the main MOSFET will be
always on. If the main MOSFET is on too long, it will damage the MOSFET (the level
shifter does not work anymore). Therefore a timer or a watchdog is needed. So if a
certain wait time is passing this watchdog will switch off the main MOSFET. If the main
MOSFET is switched off, then the inductor current will rapidly decrease. If iL becomes
equal to Imin, C_ will switch the main MOSFET on.

The mean value of the inductor current is almost zero, so the positive peak of the
inductor current must be about -Imin• This information tells, how long the watchdog
should wait. See figure 3.11. The switching frequency in the open-circuit is much lower
than in the normal state.
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Figure 3.11. The inductor current iL in the opencircuit state

Short circuit

After ignition, the lamp voltage will decrease to a low level voltage (typically 15 Volt),
so the ForCe will be short-circuited. The inductor current will increase very fast, but
when the Ip1us is reached the main MOSFET will be switched off. Because the output
voltage is very low, the inductor current will decrease very slowly (approximately
exponential). The decay time of this current depends on the shunt resistor Rsbunt and the
inductor L. The inductor current will never reach Imin, so a second watchdog is intro
duced. By choosing a relative large wait time, the main MOSFET will be switched on
again when the inductor current is almost zero. The mean value of the inductor current
then has the same range as in the normal state. See figure 3.12. The switching frequency
in the short-circuit is also much lower than in the normal state.

TSbon=(Iplus-.dI)LNin + (LIR)ln(Iplu/c1I)>Ts' where .dI is very small (see figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12. The inductor current in the shortcircuit state

3.4.2. Design of C.M.C.

So the CMC is divided into 4 blocks:

a. Current sensor Rshunl'

b. Two window comparators (C+ and C ),
c. Logic circuit, -
d. Two watchdogs.

Current sensor

~hunt is supposed to be small to keep losses minimal. Rshunt is placed between the low
side of the output capacitance and ground, so the signal can be used directly for the next
purpose:

Window comparators

There are two window comparators. The first comparator, C+, compares iL *~hunt to the
required positive level (Vrn+=Iplus*~uot). The second one, C_, compares iL*~huot to the
required negative level (Vrn_=Imio*Rshuot).

For this purpose fast comparators must be applied. Delays will cause imperfection in the
control loop.
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Logic Circuit

In nonnal state there are three parameters which decide the state of the Ml gate pulse
(Qnew). They are C+ (output of the first comparator), C (output of the second compara
tor), and QoJd (the previous state of the Ml gate pulse). So we can design a flip-flop
circuit with memory, according to a new- and old state of those three parameters C+,C ,
and Q. The result of this logic circuit is quite amazing, it is a SR Flip-Flop. -

The preliminary result of the control circuit is given in figure 3.13, where this relation is
valid:

(3.6)

Check it out!, if C+ is high Q is always low.

SR Flip-Flop

Qne.:= C+ + C_Q old

Figure 3.13. SR flip-flop
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Watchdogs

According to 3.4.1., a current mode controller based on the normal state only is not
enough to control the ForCe. To operate the ForCe in open- and short-circuit, watch
dogs are needed. The principle and the realization of a watchdog for this ForCe is
relatively simple. The schematic of the watchdog is given in figure 3.14.

D

c
T

VOUT

VDD ....

1
1/2(VDD+VSS) .

VSS
tWD = ln2*R*C. 0...... ...

Figure 3.14. The principle of the watchdog

Assumed Q is high, the main MOSFET is on, then the output of the first watchdog
WD2 is also high (the watchdog diode is conducting so the capacitance is rapidly
charged). But if Q becomes low, the main MOSFET is off, the output of WD2 will
decay according to a RC time. Logically (digital) speaking, as long as the analog output
of the watchdog is greater than Y2(Vnn+Vss), the logic circuit will handle this level as a
high logic level. If the output of WD2 is lower than the half of the high logic level it will
be treated as a low logic level. Now, C becomes low then Q is high. If C is not low
(lmin is not reached yet) until the wait -time of the second watchdog two2 -is equal to
In2*Rwo2*CW02 is passed, the logic level of WD2 will become low. WD2 will force the
output logic circuit Q high, so the main MOSFET will be switched on.

An extra extension to the logic circuit is needed. This extra component (gating to the
SR flip-flop) will make a decision who switches the main MOSFET on, C or WD2.
Note C is dominant to WD2.

The working of WD1 is analogous to WD2. The complementary of Q will operate as the
input of WD1. An extra gating is also needed. The complete diagram of the CMC is
given in figure 3.15. (see also appendix E).
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SV/12V

PULSE!

~- PULSE3

Figure 3.15. Complete diagram of the current mode controller

PULSE1 is connected to the gate of the level shifter MOSFET M3. It is clear that the
gate pulse of M3 is the complementary with the gate pulse of Ml.

PULSE2 is connected to the basis of the level shifter BIPOLAR B1s• Assumed, M1 is
being switched off. The drain of M3 can have a certain voltage (supplied by a divider, R2
and R3, from Vcc= +12V, see appendix E). It is possible that this voltage is greater than
the threshold voltage of Ml. So M1 is not really switched off. But if the level shifter
BIPOLAR is switched on, RJ will be shortcircuited, so the drain voltage of M3 becomes
zero. Now M1 is really switched off.

PULSE3 is connected to the gate of the second MOSFET.
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3.4.3. Voltage Controlled C.M.C.

ForCe plus CMC creates a variable current source. The output current IJa is variable
with V11H• By first order approximation, Ila is equal to Y2(Iplus+Imin)' Assumed Imin is
constant, then Iplus has a linear relation with Ila'

The requirement is to control the load power. There are two important parameters that
must be measured to control the output power, they are the output current Ila, and the
output voltage VIa' The output power PIa is then VIa*Ila. The PIa is compared with the
reference power Pref' which results in a power error. This power error will be compen
sated by a controller (compensator). The output of this compensator will control Ila via
iL, in this case by variation of the control signal V111+'

The feedback system regulates the output power in such a manner that the error power
tends to be equal to zero, thus PIa'"Pref'

VIa is measured via a divider, and Ila is measured by filtering Vshunt. The simplified
presentation of ForCe inclusive CMC and the compensator is depicted in figure 3.16.

ForCe

S

CMC
VTH+
~--I Compensato

LPF = Low Pass Filter,
S = Switch Pulses to Ml

and M2.

Figure 3.16. Simplified schematic of the power regulation
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3.5. IGNITOR

To bring the lamp in on state, first the lamp must be ignited. The schematic of the ignitor
is given in figure 3.17.

Yin >----.,...-~

Zl

Z2

Dl

on/off

Figure 3.17. Ignitor

The ignitor is a fly-back converter. The input voltage of this converter is 385 Volt. The
switch frequency of the MOSFET is about 200kHz, with a duty cycle of 0.1. The transfor
mation ratio n is 4. So in open circuit the ignitor output will be about 4*385V=1.6kV.
This DC voltage is enough to ignite the DC HID lamp.

If the lamp is ignited the pulse to the gate of MOSFET will be set off. This occurs when
the lamp voltage becomes low, ca. 1ooVolt (the lamp is in glow to arc transition, see
figure 3.1.). After that the ForCe will feed the lamp.

Assume the ballast is in ignition state. When the lamp is not on, after a certain ignition
time has passed (typically 60s for a 32Watt DC HID lamp), the gate pulse of the
MOSFET will be set off. So temporary the ignition action is canceled. After a certain
waiting time the ignitor will set on again. If the lamp is still not on after several tries (for
instance 5 times), the ignition will be canceled. In this case the lamp is probably defect. If
the lamp is replaced by a new one, the ballast has to be reset first.
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4. MICROCONTROLLER 80C166, FORTH AND TASK INVENTORY

A research on a universal microprocessor (~P) or microcontroller (~C) for ballast applica
tion has been dones. The evaluation of the research is based on an optimum controller for a
400kHz, 250Watt Forward Converter (ForCe). In this context optimum is in terms of
capacity, interactivity, and price. The possibility of DSP (Digital Signal Processor), RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computer), and some microcontrollers have been investigated.
For more detail sees.

There is no fast processor which can control the ForCe directly. So an interface between
the processor card and the ForCe is needed. This interface is a voltage controlled current
mode controller (see chapter 3.4). In this way a relative slow ~-processor/~-controller is
applicable.

A moduNORM 80Cl66 is chosen as a universal ~C-card for ballast application. Currently,
the 8OCl66 microcontroller is the state of the art in embedded control. Compared to some
other cards (DSP- and RISC cards) this 8OCl66 card has some great advantages such as low
cost, large number of ADC channels, large number of PWM channels, flexible I/O facility,
and feasibility for programming in a high level language (HLL). Combination of a HLL
such as FORTH and this 8OCl66 card results an interactive program development system.
Interactive here means changes to an algorithm can be made at any time, by using a simple
terminal emulator program on PC. This system can be realized because FORTH is not only
a compiled language, but also an interpreter.

4.1. ModuNORM 80Cl66

The Siemens 16-bit 8OCl66 is a RISC-like ~-controller. It utilizes a 4-stage pipeline and
has a dual-ported register file. The device includes a branch-target cache, with caches the
last branch target address to minimize branch delays during looping. And like later RISC
chips, the 166 has multiply and divide instructions6

•

80Cl66 differs from classic RISC CPUs. First, it has no data or instruction caches. Instead,
the ~-controller holds 8 kbytes of ROM or PROM and 1 kbyte of RAM on chip and
addresses as much as 64 kbytes of external memory. Second, unlike RISC processors, the
166 is not a load/store machine in which all accesses to memory are loads and stores and
all data manipulation is between registers. In the 166, one can add a register to a memory
location. More about 80Cl66 architecture see6

•
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ModuNORM 80Cl66 is a card based on 80Cl66. The technical data of ModuNORM
8OCl667

:

• Central Processing Unit Siemens SAB 80Cl66,
• Quartz oscillator 40MHz,
• 1 kbyte fast static dual ported RAM on the Il-controller chip,
• 64 kbyte RAM, 70ns for running with 0 wait states,
• 2*bytewide sockets, for up to 192 kbyte EPROM,
• 2 serial channels, TIL/CMOS levels,
• lOOns instruction cycle time,
• watchdog timer,
• 5 general purpose timer/counter with a resolution of 2oo/400ns,
• 56 I/O lines in the multiplexed version or 40 in the non-multiplexed version,
• 10 channels 10-bit NO converter with conversion time 9.75 Ils,
• 16 channels PWM,
• Power supply 5Vl2oomA,
• Mechanical dimensions 50X80 mm2

•

An NO converter can be realized by filtering a PWM output with a simple RC network
(only the DC component of the PWM is passed). By variation of the PWM duty cycle, the
DC output voltage of the RC filter can be varied proportionally.

The ModuNORM 80Cl66 will be used as the controller of the ballast system.

4.2. 80C66 + FORTH = INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

The software will be written in FORTH. The main argument is that FORTH has a dual
nature. In one sense it is an interpreted language, but it can also be thought of as a
compiled language. In development and test state of an algorithm implementation such an
HLL is very handy to use.

Relative to other HLLs such as BASIC and PASCAL, FORTH programs tend to be
shorter. In term of memory usage, FORTH is also smaller. That means a compiled
FORTH program will run faster.

On the 80Cl66 card no BASIC/PASCAL are available. If they were, they don't allow
access to the hardware. Compiled languages are not interactive, meaning hardware
emulators (ICE) must be used, adding cost and complexity. With an interpreter, changes
to the algorithm can be made at any time, using a simple terminal emulator program on a
Pc. Therefore, interaction between a designer and the processor card is very simple.

Diagram of the interactive development board is depicted in figure 4.1. First a FORTH
KERNEL is programmed into EPROM's (2*bytewide). It results a FORTH SYSTEM on
those EPROM's. At the every beginning of the card operation, the FORTH SYSTEM in
the EPROM's is downloaded to the RAM of the Il-controller. So after the download the
Il-controller can speak FORTH.

A terminal emulator is used as a medium to develop the software. A new WORD (pro
gram) is built from WORDS (programs) which are already exist in the FORTH SYSTEM
Library.
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ADC's }
: PWM's BALLAST

EPROM
: PROGRAMMER :....

:FORTII KERNEL:

EPROM's
FORTII SYSTEM

Figure 4.1. Diagram of the interactive development board based on 80C166

A designer on the PC communicates with the microcontroller via a standard RS232 serial
line. A program can be send to the microcontroller at every time. In this case the CPU of
the microcontroller will act as an interpreter. The microcontroller then will execute those
program instructions. It could be an integer arithmetic calculation, reading an NO
converter channel, timing/counting, or generating of a PWM pulse with a certain duty
cycle and frequency, etc. A program can be saved into a file on Pc.

Program development in FORTH SYSTEM is in fact just building those advanced
WORDS from basic WORDS.
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4.3. TASK INVENTORY

The 80Cl66 card will used as the controller of the DC HID lamp ballast. There are two
general important tasks of the IJ-controller:

1. Measure

- Measurement of a scaled DC signal or a scaled relative slow varying signal (AD convert
er),

- Measurement of time interval (timer/counter),
- Measurement of a digital level (AD converter), etc.

2. Control

- Control of a voltage (DA converter),
- Control of switching pulse; duty cycle, or frequency (PWM),
- Control of logic level; on/off (Capture and Compare), etc.

The tasks that will be handled by the microcontroller to control the DC HID lamp ballast
are collected in the next section.

4.3.1. Preconditioner: Possible Tasks for the u-controller

A brief explanation about the operation of the preconditioner is given in chapter 4.1.
For more detail see8

•

a. Gate Pulse

The IJ-controller could control the gate pulse of the preconditioner MOSFET directly.
The frequency sweep of the gate pulses lies between 20kHz-200kHz8

•

Assume a feedback system will be applied in this preconditioner to keep the output
voltage constant. In this case, a directly controlled gate pulse of the MOSFET for the
80Cl66 is not possible. The accuracy of a PWM pulse of 80Cl66 becomes worst with a
higher frequencies. To realize a feedback control system of this converter, an interface
between the microcontroller and the preconditioner is needed. This is a indirect switch
control method and has a relative slow time constant.

b. Compensator

The output of the preconditioner must be kept constant, 385 Volt. A controller is
needed. An integrator is a solution of this requirement. This algorithm can be imple
mented in the microcontroller. A timer is needed to realize a certain sample time.
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c. Measurement

To control the output voltage, the output voltage must be measured. This magnitude is
compared with a reference value, resulting in an error voltage. Following an algorithm
this error will be compensated for. An NO converter is needed to measure this con
trolled magnitude.

d. Generating a Control Voltage Vc

In an indirect switch control method, a control voltage is used to control the gate pulse
of the MOSFET. A D/A converter is needed to generate a control voltage. The
variation of this control signal depends on the compensator algorithm.

e. Overcurrent Detector

The inductor current of the preconditioner will be limited by the overcurrent detector.
In this way a saturation in the inductor current is avoided. An NO converter can be
programmed to generate a logic level (software).

Figure 4.2. shows a controlled preconditoner based on 80Cl66. The zero detector is
connected to the switching control interface (SCI). The zero detector gives an interrupt
to the SCI if the mains voltage crosses zero. This information is needed to synchronize
the working of the SCI. More about the control principle see?

220V 50Hz Preconditioner Vout=385V

gate

Zero detector~

iL Over ent detector

SCI

AID
..; Compensator:..

Il-controller

Figure 4.2. A controlled preconditioner based on 80Cl66
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4.3.2. ForCe: Possible Tasks for the u-controller

The explanation about the operation of the ForCe is described in chapter 3.3.

a. Gate Pulses

The nominal switch frequency of the ForCe is 200kHz. The ~-controIJer can not control
those gate pulses of the MOSFETs directly. So an interface is used, to create a relative
slow control system. A Current Mode controller will take care of the switching pattern.

If one designs a ForCe with a switch frequency of 20kHz, a directly control can be
applied. In this case, those gate pulses have a 7-bit resolution.

b. Compensator

The lamp power will be kept constant. So the lamp voltage Via of about 100 Volt and
the lamp current I1a must be measured (2 channel NO converter). A compensator
algorithm can be implemented in the microcontroller. A timer is also needed to realize a
certain sample time.

c. Measurements

Beside the measurement of the lamp voltage and the lamp current, a special mea
surement of the ForCe output voltage VFORCE of about 400 Volt must be done (1
additional NO converter channel). This extra magnitude is needed for the realization of
a state machine controller. For more detail see chapter 5.1.

d. Generating a Control Voltage Vc

The current Mode Controller is controlled by a control voltage Vc=VTH+ (1 channel
D/A converter). The variation of VTH+ depends on the compensator algorithm.

e. Current Limiter

The inductor current can not higher than 2 A If the inductor current exceeds that limit,
the inductor of the ForCe will be in saturation. The current will increase sharper (non
linear relation), and if this current increase too high it will damage the ForCe. So a
maximum current limiter is needed. Also, in normal state the lamp current may not be
too low. A minimum limit must be defined, and it is the half of the nominal current. A
software limiter can be implemented in the microcontroller. It is clear that VTH+ will
have a maximum and a minimum. Figure 4.3. depicts a controlled ForCe based on
80C166.
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Il-controller
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State Machine

Figure 4.3. A controlled ForCe based on 80Cl66

4.3.3. Ignitor: Possible Tasks for the u-controler

a. Gate Pulse

The switching frequency of the ignitor is 200kHz, with duty cycle of 0.1. This pulse can
be simply realized by using a PWM channel of the Il-controller. Unfortunately, this
PWM has only 3 bit resolution (see 80C166 databook6

). In the first phase of the ballast
development, an additional oscillator is used, because an optimum ignitor must be
further investigated.

b. ON-OFF Pulse

ON-OFF pulse is needed to set or reset the ignitor (see chapter 4.6.). If the initializa
tion is completed, the ignitor will set on, and when the ignition has succeeded the ignitor
will reset. A capture/compare port (CCP) of the Il-controller can be programmed as a
logic pulse (0 or 1), to create an ON-OFF pulse. If the PWM is used to control the gate
pulse of the MOSFET, an ON-OFF pulse is not needed.

Figure 4.4. gives two alternatives of a controlled ignitor based on 80Cl66.
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Yin=385V Ignitor Vignll:

At.

f -200kHz
~=O.l
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J.1-controller
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J.1-controller

•
Vign=1.6kV

(a) fIrSt alternative (b) second alternative

Figure 4.4. A controlled ignitor based on 80Cl66

According to the preliminary tasks inventory, there are needed:
- 5 channel NO converters,
- 2 channel D/A converters (PWM+RC-network),
- 1 digital port (capture/compare port),
- 2 timers,
to realize a control circuit for a DC HID lamp ballast.

The available facilities of 80Cl66 are not fully used (see the 80Cl66 technical data on
page 30). So the function of 80Cl66 can still be expanded for other purposes, such as
for the realization of the communication with the user.
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5. REALIZATION OF A CONTROLLED BALLAST BASED ON 80C166 FOR DC HID
LAMP

Chapter 3.2. describes a DC HID lamp ballast based on a I-L-controller. The realization of
this ballast is the subject of this chapter. First, development phases of the ballast control
circuit are presented. Here the process of implementing the control algorithm is planned to
reach an optimum program development process. Second, the realization of a digital power
controller will be explained comprehensively. And last but not least, the experiment results
and the agreement between theory and experiment will be discussed.

5.1. DEVELOPMENT PHASES

As mentioned in chapter 3.2., to feed the lamp correctly, there are three important states
to be crossed. Those are initialization, ignition, and power regulation. In the first develop
ment phase, those state programs will be built separately as blocks. In the second develop
ment phase these blocks will be integrated as a complete control program. This integration
is made by using a state machine method.

Development phase I: DPI

Those state programs are implemented in FORTH (see appendix F). The flow chart of
those states is given in figure 5.1. up to 5.3.

a. Initialization (figure 5.1.)

First VTIH must be set to the nominal value. The lamp is READY to ignite, if the output
voltage of the preconditioner Vin =385V and if the output of the ForCe VFORCE =385V.

INITIALIZAnON- -_. . -_.

INIT VTH+

Vin-38SV
AND

Vfoo:e-38SV

True

IGNIT

False

Figure 5.1. Initialization flow diagram
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b. Ignition (Figure 5.2.)

When the initialization is completed, the ignitor will set on. The ignition will end if the
VpORCE becomes 100 Volt (that means the lamp is ignited successfully) or if the maximum
ignition time Tign is reached. If the lamp is not ignited until Tign is TRUE, then the ballast
will wait for Twait seconds. After Twait the ignition will be run again. If the number of
ignition efforts is equal to the maximum number Nmar the ignition will be canceled.
Probably the lamp is defect.

INIT

IGNITION

t:-O
0:=0

IGNITOR
ON

IGNITOR
OFF

True

POWER
REGULATION

False

False

n:-n+1

t:-O

Figure 5.2. Ignition flow diagram
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c. Power regulation (figure 5.3.)

If the ignition is successful, the power regulator will be active. The lamp current and the
lamp voltage will be measured. According to the control algorithm, the lamp power will be
kept constant at the nominal level (32 Watt).

The lamp can be switched off by entering VTIl+=O.

POWER REGULATION
- - -" _ - .

IG~
1

measurements:
VIa & lla

--

1 Wait Sample

ConUoI lAlgorithm

I

1
Control
VTH+

Figure 5.3. Power regulation flow diagram
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Development Phase II: DPII

We can integrate those blocks from DPI with IF THEN ELSE statements. But this
method is not so elegant. The STATE MACHINE method compared to the IF THEN
ELSE method has two advantages. First, the STATE MACHINE method is better
organized, so every modification is relatively simple to be done. Second by using the
STATE MACIDNE method, the program tends to be shorter.

In this DPIT, we will use STATE MACHINE to build the complete automatic control
program. This state machine is divided in to 4 states:

a. INIT
b.IGNIT
c. CONTR
d. MESS

= Initialization,
= Ignition,
= Power regulation,
= Messages.

There are at least two parameters needed to characterize a state. Those very logical
choices are Via and l la• For a practical reason (see appendix F), VFORCE is introduced to
take over the job of VIa in the STATE MACHINE. For the symmetry we will call Iia as
IFORCE. So every state changing will be characterized by VFORCE and IpORCE'

The range of VFORCE is from 0 to 385V. When VFORCE=385V (ForCe is in open circuit),
the ballast is initialized. Then the ignition is active. If VFORCE=15V (ForCe is in short
circuit), the lamp is ignited. After that, the lamp voltage will rise, until the lamp voltage
VFORCE becomes about l00V. Now the lamp is in its normal state. The lamp power will be
kept constant (power regulation). Based on those states, VFORCE can be encoded into
three sub-states. These sub-states are symbolized with integers, see Table 5.1. Of course
these choices are a little bit FUZZY.

Table 5.1. Sub-states of VFORCE

Range of VFORCE Sub-state

OV <VFORCE < l00V 0

l00V <VFORCE <385V 1

VFORCE> 385V 2

Also IFORCE' there are sub-states too. See Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Sub-states of IpORCE

Range of lFORCE Sub-state

O<IFORCE<l60mA 0

IpORCE> 160mA 1
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It is clear that the variation of those sub-states of VFORCE and IFORCE' will cause a
progression from one state to another state. Figure 5.4. shows the STATE MACHINE
flow chart, where the bit sequence is (VFORcE,IFoRcd.

10

20

01

1 1

00

Figure 5.4. State Machine

The state begins with INIT. If VFORCE=2 and IFORCE=O, it means the initialization is
completed, then the new state becomes IGNIT. So the ignitor is set on. If VFORCE=1 and
IFORCE= 1 (the lamp is ignited), the new state becomes CONTR. Here the power regula
tion is active.

The above procedure path is the right method to feed and control the DC HID lamp. If
the ballast system deviates from this procedure, there is something wrong happen. Serious
deviation will cause cancellation in the whole ballast system (the state will fall in MESS).
The microcontroller will give a message to the user what is wrong in the system. In this
way, the control circuit will also have some intelligence. For more detail see in appendix F
(implementation of the state machine).
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5.2. DIGITALIZATION OF THE POWER CONTROLLER

Chapter 2.2.2. gives a power control strategy for the 32 Watt DC HID lamp. This control
algorithm will be implemented in the 80Cl66 ~-controller. Digitalization is thus necessary.

According to the system identification, an integrator is enough to control the lamp power.
The time constant of the integrator depends on the whole feedback system characteristic.
Of course the choice of this time constant must guarantee the stability of the feedback
system.

5.2.1. Digitalization of Integrator

According to figure 2.4. the power error [e(t)] is the input of the integrator. The output
of the integrator is [i(t)]. We can write this relation as,

t

[i(t)] = -! f [e(-r)] d-r ,
~to

Tj is the integrator time constant. Differentiation of [i(t)] gives,

(5.1)

d[i(t)]

dt
(5.2)

Digitalization is done by approximation of d[i(t)]/dt,

d[i(t)]

dt

= [i(t)] - [i(t-Tsample)]

Tsample
(5.3)

where Tsample is the sample time. So we can write formula 5.3 as,

Tsample
[i(t)] = [e(t)] + [i(t-Tsample)] .

~
(5.4)

With tfTsample=n the sample number and Tsamp1flj=KINT the integrator constant, the
digitalization is completed,

[i(n)] = KINT*[e(n)] + [i(n-l)]

A much simpler notation,

i[n] = KINT*e[n] + i[n-l]

(5.5)

(5.6)

So the changing in the small signal current i[n] is equal to the changing in the error ern]
multiplied with an integrator constant KINT, plus the old current i[n-l]. If the error ern]
is equal to zero, i[n]=i[n-l].
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5.2.2. Low Pass Filter for D/A Converter Application

As mentioned in chapter 4.1. a D/A converter can be built from a PWM channel of the
80Cl66, by using a low pass filter (for instance a simple RC-network).

According to the 8OC166 data book6, the maximum accuracy of the PWM is 16-bit, with
a counter time unit 400ns.

The principle of the PWM is as follows (see figure 5.5.): a sawtooth wave is compared
with a control value CV from a register. The duty cycle of PWM depends on this control
value. The resolution of the sawtooth is variable with a relative value TOREL.

Sawtooth

····-TOREL

o

PWM

Figure 5.5. The principle of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

The content of TOREL must be 0 for a 16-bit PWM resolution. According to this
boundary, the sawtooth frequency f16 will be ((216-1)*400ns)"I=40Hz. A large RC time
constant (low pass filter) is needed, to realize a D/A converter with a 16-bit accuracy.

A resolution of lO-bit is chosen for the ballast application. The only reason for this
choice is that the AID converter is also lO-bit. In this case, the frequency of the PWM is
flO=((210-1)*400ns)"I=2.4kHz. The content of TOREL must be (216_21°), lO-bit. And the
range of the control value will be, (216_2lO)~CV ~216. The RC time constant of the LPF
must be greater than 21°/(nflO) =0.13 s, to maintain the lO-bit resolution (the relative
ripple of the LPF output is smaller than 2-11

). R=200 kOhm and C=680nF are chosen
for the RC network. This RC-filter will cause delay in the control algorithm, and it will
also fIX the choice of the integrator time constant Ti.
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5.2.3. Complete Schematic of Power Controller Realization

Figure 5.6. gives the complete schematic of the power control system.

J1-controller 8OCl66

1: [e(Sl[~~i ~/M s~~
- .

integrator limiter: LPF

« I[i(SlY [Zp(Slll-[p---,--(S)-]-

CMC HID lamp

'-------------i~,~...------------"

sensors

Figure 5.6. The realization of the power controller diagram

The output of the integrator is related to the control value CV, which determines the
duty cycle of the PWM. After filtering (LPF) of the PWM signal, the small signal
current [i(s)] results. As long as the output of the integrator is not saturated ([i(s)]max or
[i(s)]min of the limiter) the feedback system is linear.

a = the gain of the CMC,
P = the gain of the lamp current sensor,
y = the gain of the lamp voltage sensor.

In ideal case, a,p, and yare unity. If a,p, and yare not unity, the optimum integrator
time constant depends on a,p, and y, and in steady state p.a(t",oo)=Prerl(Py).
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Feedback transfer functions

Assumed the feedback system is linear and a,p,y*l. There are three important transfer
functions. The first transfer function gives how the lamp power changes with the power
reference variation,

1/Py
1';_______ s2 +

cxpy wF [Z/s)]

T.
----:..'-- S + 1
apy [Z/s)]

(5.7)

The second transfer function describes how the lamp current is controlled by changes
the power reference,

(5.8)
1

T. T.
[Z/s)] (a 13 y w; [Zp(s)] s2 + a 13 y [~/s)] s + 1)

lies)] =---------------------
Wrep

And the last transfer function illustrates how the lamp voltage behaves by a variation in
the power reference,

[Zz<s)] 1

[Zp(s)] T. 2
( , S +
apy WF [Z/s)]

T.
---'-- s + 1)
a py [Z/s)]

(5.9)

Stability and Performance

Assumed that the sample frequency ~Jnple is much larger than the bandwidth of the
feedback system. Z-transformation is then not necessary. We can still use s-domain
transfer functions to analyze the stability of the system.

We know for the 32 Watt DC HID lamp the approximation [Zp(s)]=[Zo]=l is valid. In
this case, the power control system has the characteristic polynomial,

1'; T.
---- s2 + --'- S + 1 .
apy wF apy

(5.10)

A second order system is stable, if all roots of the characteristic polynomial lie in the left
half of the complex plane (LHP). And a second order polynomial has all roots in the
left half of the complex plane (LHP) if and only if all polynomial coefficients have the
same algebraic sign. This condition is valid for the power control characteristic polynomi
al in formula 5.10. The polynomial has two LHP roots,

(5.11)
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Optimum integration time constant

The first transfer function (formula 5.7) is equal to the second transfer function
(formula 5.8), when the approximation [Zp(s)]=1 is applied. This transfer function is a
second-order system. The bandwidth of this transfer function depends on the choice of
the integrator time constant. This transfer function can also be written as,

(5.12)

The natural frequency <a>n =(ex py <a>Fffi )"", and the damping ratio (=Y2(<a>FT/ex py )'h.
Assumed expy=1, the feedback system is optimum when (=0.707 (where the poles of
the feedback system are complex). The step response of this transfer function will have a
fast settling time and a small overshoot, see figure 5.7. In this case, the optimum
integrator time constant will be equal to,

T. = 2 €X J3y
I

(5.13)

0.1 0.2

1.24

1.22

f 1.2

1.18

[pla(t)] 1.16

1.14

1.12

1.1

1.08

1.06

1.04

1.02
~--=---t--'

1

0.98
0 0.3 0.4 0.5

step response of:
- [pret] = 20%.

into time constant:
- Ti = 0.272 s.

settling time:
- ts = 0.1 s ,

5% tolerance.

0.6 0.7 0.8

t (s) --.

Figure 5.7. Optimum integrator time constant
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Implementation in FORTH

The power control algorithm is implemented in FORTH. The diagram of the implemen
tation is given in figure 5.8.

INTEGRATOR

[Vla~ A/D-C I_~

Limiter
i[n]

VnI+

, i[n-l] I_Z_-l_f-

[IptusU--J
--~D/A-C ---

CONTROL VOLTAGE CALCULATOR

Figure 5.8. Implementation diagram of the power controller

The limiter is implemented internally in the integrator. This limiter has two functions:

a. to prevent the ForCe from overcurrent, when the inductor is saturated,
b. to avoid WIND-UP, when the power error ern] becomes very large.

The control voltage calculator (+ D/A-converter) converts the variation of i[n] in VTH+.

This VTH+ is proportional with Iplus. The ForCe will convert this control voltage into i(t).
The voltage control calculator is the inverse of the ForCe: Ila(t)=Y2(IpIUs+Imin).
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5.3. RESULT: POWER MEASUREMENT

Some measurements are done to check the validity of the theory (for more experiment
results see appendix G). Figure 5.9. gives a comparation between experiment result and
theory, by a step excitation in [pref] =44%. In this experiment the sample time Tsample is 1
InS, and the integrator time constant T j =0.272 s. From the experiment, «~y=O.90 and
py=1.05 are found, so the CMC gain factor becomes «=0.86 (see figure 5.6).

into time constant:
- Ti = 0.272 s.

step response of:
- [pref] =44%.t

[pla(t)]

1.6

1.55

1.5

1.45

1.4

1.35

1.3

1.25

1.2

1.15

1.1

1.05

1

0.95
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

t (8)

theory
experiment

1 1.1

•
Figure 5.9. Comparison between theoretical and experimental power step response by an

optimum integration time constant.

The experimental result shows a good agreement with the theory. The linearization and
the approximation [Zp(s)]=l, are good tools for design an optimum lamp power regula
tion. The system is not noise free. The model does not take this noise into account. But
anyway, the integrator will always try to keep the power error equal to zero. The accuracy
of the power controller will be limited by the noise level.

The power control is directly based on the relation P1a=V1a*lla. This power controller
differs from the conventional power control expression, S = Via+ Pplla' where S is a
constant. In the conventional power controller, the lamp power is not really kept constant,
but the lamp voltage plus an amount of the lamp current (Pp is typically 0.2). The
integrator is also used in the conventional way, but relatively slow.

The new power controller can still be improved. The pole in the feedback system, caused
by the LPF, can be canceled by using a PI-controller. The zero of this PI-controller should
cancel the pole of the LPF. In this way a very fast integrator can be applied (by approxi
mation the system becomes first order).
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDAnON

Conclusion

A 8OC166-based controlled ballast for a DC HID lamp is designed and realized. The ballast
consists of: preconditioner (in this research, it is a power supply, 400Volt), down converter
(ForCe), ignitor, control circuit (l!-controller), and a 32Watt DC HID lamp. A standard
procedure of the ballast operation is as following (divided into 3 states):

1. Initialization,
2. Ignition, and
3. Power regulation.

These states are implemented in FORm, as blocks. A ballast control circuit, based on this
program, is tested. The lamp is fed correctly, and the lamp power is kept constant at 32
Watt.

A 200kHz/32Watt ForCe is designed and tested. It has an efficiency of 95%. ForCe
operates according to Zero-Voltage-Switch Quasi-Square wave-Converter (ZVS-QSC)
technique4

•

The 80Cl66 card can not control the ForCe directly. An interface between the ForCe and
the 8OCl66 is needed, to create a feedback system. This interface is called current mode
controller (CMC). This CMC has a control voltage input. The output current of the ForCe
is proportional with this control voltage. ForCe + CMC results in a current source, which is
able to operate in open circuit, short circuit, and normal state (feed the lamp).

The type of the controller is a power controller. A system identification is needed, to derive
an optimum control strategy. Here the small-signal impedance ZI(S) of a 32 Watt DC HID
lamp is determined. This v-i characteristic of the DC HID lamp is a non minimum phase
system and it is not linear. The ZI(S) can be described as a sum of two first-order impedanc
es (Zn(s) and ZIZ(S». The time constant of the first impedance "Cp1 is about lOs, the second
time constant "Cpz is smaller than 1ms, and IZI(s) \<Zo.

The small signal p-i characteristic is found by linearization of the power P1a(t)=V1a(t)*lla(t)
at the nominal point. By approximation, pet) depends only on i(t), not on vet). The
consequence of this assumption: a integrator is enough to create a fast power control
system. The time constant of this integrator is limited by the time constant of the D/A
converter of the microcontroller. The optimum integrator time constant is about O.3s.

By a 5% accuracy, the settling time of the power control system is about 0.1 s. A control
system model is developed and compared with experiment results. Those measurement
results show a good agreement with the theory.
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Recommendation

A STATE MACHINE method is introduced to create an automatic and intelligent control
system (development phase II). An alternative integrated program is implemented in
FORTH. More research and development in this STATE MACHINE solution is recom
mended.

More study on the ignition state is needed. This state is the most critical phase in the ballast
system. The system behavior during this state is also important for the design of the STATE
MACHINE controller.

The power regulation has no trouble with the non minimum phase v-i characteristic of the
DC HID lamp. Supposed one tried to control the lamp voltage, the voltage controller must
take this NMP behavior into account. Beside the v-i characteristic of the 32 Watt DC lamp
is not linear. A self-tuning controller, based on zero-pole cancellation is a solution of this
problem. This option is very interesting.

The accuracy of the power controller is limited by noise level. A research for minimizing of
the noise influence is necessary.

A single chip microcontroller can directly control the ballast (ForCe), if the applied switch
operates at about 20kHz (7-bit resolution). A disadvantage of this solution is that the
volume of the ForCe becomes larger, however the volume of the control circuit will be
reduced. A research of this possibility positively will open better insight. As the ~-controller

increases in speed this feature can be realized. The core volume will then not increase, but
the CMC can be omitted.

During the research the preconditioner is a power supply 400 Volt. In the next develop
ment phase a controlled boost converter, based on the ~-controller can be applied as the
preconditioner.

Those available facilities of 80Cl66 are not fully used (see the 80Cl66 technical data on
page 30). So the function of 80Cl66 can still be expanded for other purposes, such as for
the realization of the communication with the user.
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APPENDIX A. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

At. THEORY: MINIMUM VARIANCE SQUARED METHOD

Assumed the small signal impedance of the fiD lamp is as given in formula 2.2. By a step
excitation in the current i(t)=~tep, the small voltage variation, theoretically, will be:

(A.I)

vet) is normalized with istep and sampled at t j resulting in v*(t j ):

(A.2)

The normalized and measured voltage is v*exp[i], where i=t/tsample'

The minimum variance squared method is defined by,

N

S =L (V*(ti) - v*exp[i] i .
i=1

(A.3)

S must be minimum, to have a good approximation of v*(t)=vexp(t). So in other words,

as as
- = Oand-::: O.
aZlJ: a't'pk

k = 1,2 .

(A.4)

Formula A4 gives 4 equations with 4 unknown parameters. These equations are non
linear, and it is very hard to solve them. Another approach: we can choose as/az1k =0 for
k=1,2 and let as/a.pk smaller than 10-3 for k=1,2. In this alternative those .pk'S are
estimated. From this boundary a matrix of 2x2 results with two unknown parameters ~k'S.

The two equations are derived from:

as N
- = L 2( v*(ti) - v*exp[l] ) (l-e 'tpt) = 0 .
aZlJ: i=1

k = 1,2 .

(A.S)
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Formula (A5) gives:

A Zll + B Z12 = C
D Zu + E Z,2 = F

(A.6)

A,B,C,D,E, en F are a function of 'tpl, 't p2' and vexp[i]'s. Now those Zlk'S can be solved.

The accuracy indicators are:

N

=L -2( V*t(t j ) - v*e[i] ) Zl1
11=1

k = 1,2 .

The implementation of this method is given in the next section.

A2. PASCAL PROGRAM

Program MVSM (Input,Output); { minimum variance squared method }

%include '/userdeUhendrix/units/beader.pas';

var t, dt , n, t2, ZIl, Z12, Sigma1, Sigma2, de, M, negscale, posscale, dummy: real;
i, N, Ndc : integer;
u: array [1 •. 1025] of real;
data: text;

%include '/userdeUhendrix/units/agoodies.pas';

(* -_._-----_._._---- *)
Procedure ReadData;

begin
readln(data,dt,N,Ndc);

For i:=O to (N-l) do
begin

readln(data,u[i));
end;

end;
(* ._--------_.------- *)
Procedure Middeldc;

begin
i:=O; M:=O;

While i<=Ndc do
begin

M:=u[i]+M;
i:=i+l;

end;
dc:=MI(Ndc+l);
end;

(A.6)



(* ••_._--_.-•••••••••- *)
Function HID(var ts,ZIl,ZI2,tl,t2 :real): real;

begin
HID: =ZIl*(I-exp(-ts/tl» + ZI2*(I-exp(-ts/tZ»j

endj
(* --_•••••_---_•••••_-- *)
Procedure PlotFunc1j

var i: integer; ts,ZI,Z2: realj

begin
Trace[I).Xoft's:=Oj Trace(1).Yoft's:=negscalej
Trace [l).Xdift': =40j Trace[I).Ydift':=posscalej
Trace(2).Xoft's:=Oj Trace (2).Yoft's: =negscalej
Trace(2).Xdift':=40j Trace(2).Ydift':=posscalej
GraphOutput('samples = >','Resp = >',Black,White)j
Wmove1(O,O)j Wmove2(0,0)j{Wmove3(0,0)}j
for i:=O TO (N-l) DO Wplotl(i*dt,(u(i)-dc)*I50)j
for 1:=0 to Ndc-l do Wplot2(i*dt,0)j
for 1:=Ndc to (N-l) do

begin
ts:=dt*(i.Ndc)j
Wplot2(ts+(Ndc*dt),HID(ts,ZIl,ZI2,tl,t2»j

endj
endj
(* •••-----_••_----_••_- *)
Procedure ImpedanceCalculator;

{see ElWin Kreyzig page 395}

var sl, s2, ell, e12, e21, e22, DET: realj
i: Integer;

begin
1:=Ojsl:=Ojs2:=Oje11:=Oje22:=Oje12:=Oje21:=Oj
While i+Ndc< =N do

begin
t:=dt*ij
sl: = (u [I + Ndc) -dc)*(I-exp(·tltl» +slj
s2: = (u [I + Ndc) -dc)*(I-exp(·tlt2» +s2j
ell:= (l-exp(·tltl»*(I-exp(-tltl» +ellj
e12:= (l-exp(-tltl))*(I-exp(·tlt2» +e12j
e21: = (l-exp(-tlt2))*(I-exp(-tltl» +e21j
e22:= (l-exp(-tltZ))*(I-exp(-tlt2» +e22j
1:=I+lj

endj

DET:=(ell*e22-e12*e21)j
ZIl:=(sl*e22.s2*e12)*I50/DETj
Z12: = (s2*ell·sl*e21)*I50/DETj
writeln('DET= ',DET)j
writeln('ell*e22= ',ell*e22)j
writeln('e12*e21 = ',eI2*e21)j
endj
(* -_._-----•••_----_••---- *)
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(* •••••_--------------- *)
Procedure Accuracy (var ZIl, Z12: real);

var stl, stl, etll, etl2, et21, et22: real;
i: integer;

begin
i: =O;stl: =0;st2:=O;etll:=0;etl2:=O;etll: =0;et22: =0;
while i+Ndc< =N do

begin
t:=dt*i;
stl:=ZIl*(u[i + Ndc] ~c)*exp(.t/tl)*t/sqr(tl)*lSO+stl;
stl:=ZI2*(u[i + Ndc]~c)*exp(-t/t2)*t/sqr(t2)*lSO+ stl;
etll: =sqr(ZIl)*(l-exp(·t/tl))*exp(-t/tl)*t/sqr(tl) +etll;
etl2:=sqr(ZI2)*(1-exp(.t/t2»*exp(.t/tl)*t/sqr(tl)+et22;
etl2: =ZIl*ZI2*(1-exp(-t/tl))*exp(.t/tl)*t/sqr(tl) +etl2;
etll:=ZIl*ZI2*(1-exp(.t/tl))*exp(-t/tl)*t/sqr(t2) +et21;
i:=i+l;

end;
Sigmal:=-2*(stl-etll-etl2);
Sigma2:=.2*(st2-et21-et22);

end;
(* •••••_-_••••••••_----.... *)

Procedure Showresults;

begin
writeln('tl = ',tl:3:3);
writeln('t2 = ',tl:3:3);
writeln('Zl = ',ZIl:3:3);
writeln('Z2 = ',ZI2:3:3);
writeln('Sl = ',Sigmal);
writeln('S2 = ',Sigma2);
writeln('dc = ',(dc*lSO):3:3);
readln;
negscale:=-l; posscale:=3;
loitGraphicsOutput;
repeat

Plotruncl;
write('OldNegscale: ',negscale:2:1,'. Oldposscale : ',posscale:2:1,'. Type (1) 0 (not) to change the Y·scale: ');

readln(dummy);
If dummy=O then

begin
write(' Type negscale and posscale: ');
readln(negscale,posscale);

end;
until dummy=l;
RestoreCrtMode;
end;
(* _._------_••_--••• *)
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(. -------------------------- .)
{MAIN}

56

written by: Rizqa Defiora

BEGIN
writelnj
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writelnj

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,)j

• This Program calculate the impedance or a DC HID lamp
• according to a 2~rder model, with one zero in RHP
• and two stable poles. Here is assumed that t1 and t2
• are known.
• Measurement must be specified in a file, call ••txt.
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,)j

.')j

.')j

.')j

.')j

.')j

.')j

.')j

.')j

Assign(data,paramstr(l))j
Reset(data)j
ReadDataj
Close(data)j

Middeldcj

REPEAT

write('Type t1 and t2 in seconds: ')j
read(tl,t2)j

ImpedanceCalculator;

Accuracy(ZIl ,ZI2)j

Showresultsj

UNTIL FALSE

END.



A3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Tabel AI.
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i(O-) (rnA) i(O+) (rnA) Zn (Ohm) ZI2 (Ohm) 'tpt (s) 'tp2 (s)

300 340 28.675 -20.125 10.502 <0.001

340 300 33.625 -25.175 12.150 <0.001

300 360 26.433 -18.717 5.574 <0.001

360 300 29.550 -17.200 10.580 <0.001

300 390 24.044 -14.911 5.705 <0.001

390 300 22.733 -18.622 11.485 <0.001

320 350 37.400 -21.233 6.150 <0.001

350 320 48.500 -32.600 8.331 <0.001

320 380 19.833 -11.800 5.431 <0.001

380 320 23.250 -16.850 8.165 <0.001

320 420 19.830 -12.960 4.783 <0.001

420 320 21.410 -15.520 9.327 <0.001

280 310 34.667 -25.133 10.880 <0.001

310 280 48.733 -42.433 9.425 <0.001

260 320 36.333 -26.95 8.723 <0.001
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APPENDIX B. DESIGN OF TIlE ForCe INDUCTOR L

The calculation of the inductor value is based on the semi resonant snubber. Energy
balance says:

.!u . 2 ~.!C v. 2
2 mID 2 par III

(B.l)

The minimum inductive energy is chosen for the design of the inductor L. The equality sign
is valid in formula B.t. If the inductive energy is greater than the capacitive energy, the
diode of the main MOSFET Dl will be on. It means, an amount of the inductive energy
goes to the mains, and ZVS is still valid. Assuming that after switch off of the main
MOSFET the inductor current decreases linearly (first order approximation) according to,

~v.
. I ----.!!!.t'L = plus - L

until iL is equal to Imin at t=(l-~)Ts' The value of L can be calculated as:

L = ~(l-~)VinTs

2(lout-/min)

Where lout is the DC current across the resistor:

1'-.-+1.
I PU&Ji nun

out = 2

Combination of B.2 and B.3, gives the value of Imin:

l min = -1_ [ 1 + 1 + 2 (I"",) ]
lpar

lpar =
CparVin

~(l-~)Ts

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

Cpa,., Vin, ~, en Ts are known, so Imin can be calculated. Because now Imin is known, then the
value of Land Ip1us can be calculated too.
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APPENDIX C. DESIGN OF OUTPUT ForCe CAPACITANCE C

c.l. ForCe = SWITCHES + FILTER

Assumed the switches are ideal. Then the voltage over the second MOSFET is a block
signal. The rest of the circuit can be written as a second order system, see figure 4.7. The
next relation is valid (Laplace):

1-
LC=

S2 + S 1
+ -

RC LC

(C.I)

v (s)i (s)i (s)
+ 1 L out out

+
~ ... ...

~
... R...

sL
... ...

- ~~

icJiJ~

1- ~-

sC

Figure 4.7. The block scheme of the filter part of ForCe

The ForCe is now described as a feedback system. There are two integrators. The first
integrator integrates the error of Vin(t)-Voult)/L which results in the inductor current
iL(t). After this the inductor current iL(t) will be filtered by a first other filter with time
constant RC, multiplied with R which results in Vout(t). The feedback system tries to
control the error Vin(t)-Voult) equal to zero. Therefore Voult) will follow the DC
component of the block signal Vin(t).
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The second integrator lies in an intern loop. This intern feedback will pass the DC
component of the inductor current iL(t), results iout(t), and filtered AC components of
iL(t). So that the capacitor current ic(t) is almost equal to the ripple of the inductor
current iL(t).

C.2. OUTPUT CAPACITANCE

Assumed, d and 't2 are very much smaller dan llTs and (l-ll)Ts (the reactance of Cpar is
very much larger than the reactance of R-L-C filter). So the input Voltage of the Filter is
a block signal with Fourier series:

DO

. 2nnt
~n(t) = aYin + Yin L c sm(--+q»

n~l
n T n

s

Where

cn = Ja/ + b 2
n '

an = sin(2nna)

nn

bn = ( 1 - cos(2mt5) )

nn

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.S)

The second order (RLC) filter is:

(,)nat =

Where

1

VLC

C=2~~~·

(C.6)

(C.7)

After Filtering the block signal becomes:
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(C.8)

Where

IF(iwn) I =

wn =

Xn =

Wn =

(C.9)

To calculate the value of the output capacitance we will use the Fourier series of the
output voltage. Assuming that after filtering those n-th harmonics (n>1) are very much
smaller than the first harmonic, we have:

(C.IO)

The top-top ripple will be:

(C.II)

Or relative ripple to the DC output Voltage:

(C.12)

The relative ripple is a design parameter.
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D EVE LOP MEN T P HAS E

THE CONTROLLER OUTPUT IS VH+ (TOP OF THE INDUCTOR CURRENT)

Screen # 3
( LAMP STATES RZQ 22:46 OS/27/93)

RZQ 22:45 OS/27/93)

THERE ARE T~ INPUTS:
1. OUTPUT VOLTAGE VOUT
2. OUTPUT CURRENT lOUT

THERE ARE THREE LAMP STATES
1. OPEN-CIRCUIT STATE,
2. SHORT-CIRCUIT STATE,
3. NORMAL STATE,

AD1. IN OPEN CIRCUIT STATE VTH+ MUST BE AS HIGH AS IN NOMINAL
STATE. NO P~ER REGULATION.

AD2. SHORT CIRCUIT STATE IDEM AD1. IN THIS ~AY A SOFT START
~ILL BE GUARANTUEED.

AD3. IN THE NORMAL STATE THE REGULATION (THE CONTROLLER)
MUST BE ACTIVED.

Screen # 4
( SPECIFICATIONS

P~ER CONTROLLER

RZQ 10:12 04/14/93)
RZQ 04:10 03/23/93)

RZQ 11:54 06/04/93)
Screen # 1
(
EMPTY
22 46 THRU LOAD

Screen # 0
( P~ERCONTROLLER

( Last changed screen # 046

GRADUATION-PROJECT, RIZQA DERFIORA, DEC 1992 - MAY 1993
HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE (HID) LAMP CONTROL CIRCUIT

OTHERS IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS:
1. CONTROL SIGNAL LIMITER,
2. THE SPEED OF REGULATION (BAND-~IDTH),

3. DEFINITION OF HIGH &L~ FOR VOUT & lOUT (FUZZY),
4. TIMER TIME UNIT IS 200 ns FOR SINGEL LENGTH,
5. SAMPLE TIME (CHOOSEN 1 ms).

Screen # 2
( BOUNDARY RZQ 09:35 OS/28/93)

Screen # 5
( THE MEANING OF SYMBOLS

MU L TIP LIE R

RZQ 01:24 03/23/93)

BOUNDARY:
1. THE FOR~ARD CONVERTER IS ON CURRENT MODE CONTROL (CMC),
2. THE FOR~ARD CONVERTER IS ASSUMED AS A CURRENT SOURCE,
3. THE LAMP P~ER ~ILL BE KEPT CONSTANT (P~ER CONTROLLER),
4. THE LAM HAS A NON MINIMUM PHASE v-i CHARACTERISTIC,
5. BUT THE LAMP HAS A MINIMUM PHASE poi CHARACTERISTIC,
6. THE SYSTEM IS MULTI-INPUT SINGLE-OUTPUT (MISO).

A ._--->
* ----> C = A*B

B ----->

Laboratory Microsystems PC/FORTH 16:07 07/13/93 a:\pwrcon.scr



Screen iI 6
( RZQ 15:01 04/15/93)

Screen iI 9
( INTEGRATOR RZQ 10:06 05/07/93)

G A I N F A C TO R & SAM P LIN G I N T E G RAT 0 R

A
_1-
\ K /
\ /

1 B =K*A

GAIN FACTOR K

-----f ----- SAMPLING

PERROR(n)
I

\--/
\KINT/
\ /
\I

+ I i(n-1)
i(n) <------- <------

I I
-->1 T 1-----

i(n) = i(n-1) + KINT*PERROR(n)

KINT =(K*Ts) / Ti
K =GAIN FACTOR
Ts = SAMPLE TIME
Ti =TIME CONSTANT

Screen #I 7
( RZQ 15:01 04/15/93)

A 0 0 E R & SUB T R ACT E R

Screen # 10
( INTERN-LIMITER

N T ERN

RZQ 08:26 05/17/93)

LIMITER

A + +/- B__ MOO> <. _

I
C =A+/-B

i(n)

INMIN

INMAX
/--

/
/

/ GAIN =
/

----Mol
___ MOO> i(n)?

Screen iI 8
( GENERAL SCHEME RZQ 01:24 03/23/93)

POW E R CON T R 0 L L E R

AOC
VOUT ---I _OM> POUT - + PREF* __ MOO> < _

Screen #I 11
( INTEGRATOR WITH INTERN-LIMITER

NON LINEAR INTEGRATOR

RZQ 14:27 05/11/93)

lOUT ---I _OM>

PERROR i (n) +
__ OM> INTEGRATOR __ MOO>

+ IONOM
<-----

perror(n)->I INTEGRATOR --> i(n)? --> INTERN-LIMITER 1-> i(n)
I

2 INPUT = VOUT & lOUT
1 OUTPUT = VH+ \D
---------------------- \ /

OAC IPLUS. I - IMIN
VTH+ <---I ------------ <------

Laboratory Microsystems PC/FORTH

AFTER EXECUTION OF A CONTROL CYCLE i(n-1):=i(n), NOT
i(n)? SEE INTERN-LIMIT.

16:07 07/13/93 a:\pwrcon.scr



STRUCTURE OF THE POUER REGULATION IN NORMAL STATE:
1. VOUT &lOUT MEASUREMENTS (ALSO IN OTHER STATES),
2. POUER ERROR CALCULATION, PREF-VOUT*IOUT,
3. POUER ERROR AS INPUT Of THE CONTROLLER, ~HICH RESULTS

A CONTROL SIGNAL IPLUS, SOMEHOU IS RELATED TO VH+,
4. LIMITER TO ACCURE INDUCTOR (MAGNETIC) SATURATION.

POSSIBLE TYPE OF CONTROLLER:
1. A SIMPLE INTEGRATOR ~ITH A TIME CONSTANT (I CONTROLLER),
2. ZERO-POLE PLACEMENT CONTROLLER (LAMP MODEL AVAILABLE),

DC HID LAMP MUST BE BALLASTED CORRECTLY. THE MOST CRITICAL
PERIOD IS DURING THE START-UP.

THE FOR~ARD CONVERTER (FORCE) TRAVEL IN SEVERAL MODES:
1. OPEN CIRCUIT - READY TO IGNITE,

FORCE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS ABOUT 400 VOLT,
2. IGNITION.

IGNITION VOLTAGE IS ABOUT 1.6 kV,
3. SHORT CIRCUIT - LAMP IS ALREADY IGNITED.

FORCE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS ABOUT 15 VOLT.
4. NORMAL STATE - INTEGRATOR IS ACTIVED.

Screen , 12
( STRUCTURE RZQ 12:02 OS/28/93)

Screen , 15
( STATES MACHINE

D EVE LOP MEN T P HAS E I

RZQ 01:26 03/23/93)

Screen #I 13
( THE MAGIC OF *2A 16 IN FORTH RZQ 16:14 05/06/93)

Screen #I 16
( STATES, V-STATE RZQ 14:02 06/03/93)

I(n) • l(n-1) + KINT*PERROR(n)

THE VALUE OF KINT MUCH SMALLER THAN 1. DIVISION ~ILL GIVES BAD
ACCURACY IN THE CLOSED-LOOP. SO THE *2A 16 TRICK IS APLLIED:

2A 16*I(n) • 2A 16*I(n-l) + KINT*2A 16 * PERROR(n)

BINARY, MULTIPLYING ~ITH 2A 16 MEANS SIMPLY 'SHIFT' THE LOU ~RD

16 BIT, SO IT BECAMES A HIGH ~RD OF A 32 BIT ~RD. IN FORTH:

INTEGRATION:

( n*2 A 16 MEANS n 0 S~AP AND ( d/2A 16 MEANS d NIP )

VOUT IS LIMITED INTO 1024 (ZENER 5 VOLT), ~HICH IS RELATED TO
THE REAL LAMP VOLTAGE 200 VOLT. IF THE REAL LAMP VOLTAGE IS
GREATER THAN 200 VOLT. VOUT IS STILL 1024. SO UE CAN NOT DEFINE
THE STATES OF THE OUPUT VOLTAGE OF FORCE, V-FORCE, ~ITH VOUT IN
ALL POSSIBLE VALUES (FOR INSTANCE IN OPEN CIRCUIT).

V-FORCE CAN MEASURE THE ~HOLE RANGE: 0-400 VOLT.
SO ~E CAN CLEARLY DEFINE THE STATE Of THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE
FORCE.

o < V-FORCE < 50 VOLT, V-STATE = 0
50 < V-FORCE < 380 VOLT, V-STATE - 1

V-FORCE> 380 VOLT, V-STATE =2

Screen , 14
( NUMBER CONSIDERATION RZQ 14:31 05/11/93)

Screen #I 17
( I-STATE RZQ 10:25 OS/28/93)

o < I-LAMP < 150 mA, I-STATE - 0
I-LAMP> 150 mA, I-STATE - 1

I-STATE IS SYMPLY DERIVED fROM lOUT. AND IT HAS ONLY 2 STATES,
0& 1.- -2147483647

1000 IOUTMIN - 250
1000

d.mln
IOUTMAX 
VOUTMAX

IF:
d,max = 2147483647
IOUTNOM =500 PREF =500
VOUTNOH - 500 SCALE =500

THEN: - PREF < PERROR < 3*PREF

LIMITATION 1: 3*PREF*KINT*2A 16* < d,max
(SIGN DOUBLE LENGTH) -PREF*KINT2 A 16* > d.min

KINT*2A 16,max =2A 15
KINT*2 A 16,min =2

lIMITATlOM 2: IOUTMIN < IOUTNOM + I(n) < IOUTMAX
(INDUCTOR SATURATION) INMIN < i(n) < INMAX

THE IMPORTANT STATES ARE:
1. PRE-IGNITED - END OF dINIT"

OPEN-CIRCUIT: V-STATE-2 I-STATE-O
2. IGNITED - END OF "IGNU"

SHORT-CIRCUIT: V-STATE-O I-STATE=l
3. POST-IGNITED = BEING "CONTR"

NORMAL STATE: V-STATE=l I-STATE-l

MORE SEE Screen #I 43

Laboratory Mlcrosystems PC/FORTH 16:07 07/13/93 a:\pwrcon.scr
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YAIT-fOR (n -- )
1TERMINAL IF KEY = ELSE DROP fALSE THEN

o CONSTANT fALSE
fALSE 0= CONSTANT TRUE

DVALUE ( d -- ) CREATE , , DOES> 2a ;
DTO ' >BOOY

STATE a If [COMPILE] LITERAL COMPILE 21
ELSE 21
THEN ; IMMEDIATE

RZQ 23:13 OS/27/93)

Rza 23:05 OS/27/93)

Rza 10:25 OS/28/93)

NO OPERATION
NO OPERATION
NO OPE RAT ION
NO OPERATION
NO OPERATION
NO OPERATION

foo. 77 TO foo foo.

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

3 VALUE foo

o
1
o
1
o
1

o
o
1
1
2
2

V-STATE I-STATE NEU-STATE

LI ST ( n - - ) CR •II Screen II II DUP
BLOCK
16 0 DO CR I 2 .R SPACE

DUP 64 TYPE 64 +
LOOP DROP ;

\ exaq>le usage:

OLD-STATE: 3 =MESS

MORE SEE Screen II 43

Screen II 21
( MESS

Screen II 23
( LIST, FALSE, TRUE, AND YAIT-fOR

Screen II 22
( VALUE, AND DVALUE

VALUE ( n -- ) CREATE DOES> a ;
TO ' >BOOY

STATE Q IF [COMPILE] LITERAL COMPILE
ELSE I
THEN IMMEDIATE

Rza 10:25 OS/28/93)

RZQ 10:25 OS/28/93)

Rza 10:25 OS/28/93)

NO OPERATION
SHORT CIRCUIT
NO OPERAT ION
ITS NOT A LAMP
IGNITION
OVERLOAD

CIRCUIT IS DEFECT
CONTROL THE P~ER

CIRCUIT IS DEfECT
CONTROL THE P~ER

STIL BEING IGNITE
OVERLOAD

LAMP IS DEfECT
CONTROL THE POUER
BACK TO INITIALIZE
CONTROL THE P~ER

LAMP OUT, IGNITEI
NO OPERATION

Screen , 18
( LISTING OF THE STATES MACHINE, INIT

OLD-STATE: 0 s INIT

V-STATE I-STATE NEU-STATE

0 0 NOP
0 1 MESS1
1 0 NOP
1 1 MESS2
2 0 IGNIT
2 1 MESS3

MORE SEE Screen , 43

Screen' 19
( IGNIT

OLD-STATE: 1 II IGNIT

V-STATE I-STATE NEU-STATE

0 0 MESS4
0 1 CONTR
1 0 MESS4
1 1 CONTR
2 0 NOP
2 1 MESS3

MORE SEE Screen , 43

Screen , 20
( CONTR, AND MESS

OLD-STATE: 2 =CONTR

V-STATE I-STATE NEU-STATE

0 0 MESS5
0 1 CONTR
1 0 INIT
1 1 CONTR
2 0 IGNIT
2 1 NOP

MORE SEE Screen , 43

Laboratory Mlcrosystems PC/FORTH



Screen , 24
( ASCII, MENU, AND BEEP RZQ 12:12 06/04/93)

Screen , 27
( POUER ERROR CALCULATOR RZQ 14:05 06/03/93)

: ASCII BL UORD 1+ ca
STATE i If [COMPILE] LITERAL THEN IMMEDIATE

HENU
ASCII E ~AIT'fOR

BEEP 7 EHIT ;

VARIABLE AA '0< AA I

: 0> ( AA Q ' D> AA I ) LITERAL EKECUTE

: 0< ( AA Q ) LITERAL EXECUTE;

: lOUT 1 A/D ; \ lOUT IS MEASURED ON CHANNEL 1 (A/D)
: VOUT 2 A/D ; \ VOUT IS HEASURED ON CHANNEL 2 (A/D)
: VfC 3 A/D ; \ VIGN IS HEASURED ON CHANNEL 3 (A/D)

: PERROR ( -- n )
PREF lOUT VOUT SCALE */ .;

: PROBE-I
BEGIN CR lOUT 7TERMINAL UNTIL

PROBE·V
BEGIN CR VOUT • 7TERHINAL UNTIL

Screen • 25
( M/, *2~16, /2~16, DHIN, DHAX RZQ 00:05 03/23/93)

Screen , 28
( <VFC>, <ILOU>, V-, AND I-STATE Rza 16:34 06/03/93)

: H/ H/HOD NIP; ( d n1 -- n2

*2A 16 ( n -- d ) 0 S~AP

/2~16 ( d _0 n ) NIP;

: DHIN (d1 d2 -- dmln )
20VER 20VER
0> IF 2S~AP 2DROP ELSE 2DROP THEN

DHAX ( d1 d2 -- dmax )
20VER 20VER
0< IF 2S~AP 2DROP ELSE 2DROP THEN

<VFC> ( -- n2 )
<VFC>(n-1) 80 100 *1 VFC 20 100 */ + DUP TO <VFC>(n-1) ;

<lOUT>
<IOUT>(n-1) 80 100 *1 lOUT 20 100 *1 + DUP TO <IOUT>(n-1)

: V-STATE «VFC>·- n )
DUP VLOU < IF DROP 0 ELSE

VHIGH < IF 1 ELSE
2 THEN THEN

I-STATE
ILOU < IF 0 ELSE

1 THEN

Screen , 26
( VALUES

500 VALUE SCALE
500 VALUE 10NOM

o VALUE Hn-1)
2340 VALUE IPLUSMAX
975 VALUE 10HAX
475 VALUE INHAX

40 VALUE INV-KINT
5000 VALUE SAHPLE-TIME

100 VALUE VLOU
250 VALUE ILOU

O. DVALUE Dl(n-1)
340000. DVALUE DSAMPLE-TIME

\ INV-KINT • 1/KINT

Rza 14:06 06/03/93)

500 VALUE PREF
-200 VALUE IHIN
1390 VALUE IPLUSNOM
780 VALUE IPLUSMIN
175 VALUE 10HIN

-350 VALUE INMIN
4456 VALUE KINT*2~16

o VALUE COUNT-ERROR
800 VALUE VHIGH

o VALUE OLD-STATE
o VALUE <VFC>(n-1)
o VALUE <IOUT>(n-1)
6 CONSTANT 'COLUMNS

Screen iI 29
( INTEGRATOR BASIC

INTERN-LIMIT ( n -- nmax or nmin
INMAK MIN INHIN HAK ;

INTEGRATES ( n1 .- n2
INV-KINT I l(n-1) + INTERN-LIHIT
DUP TO i(n-1) ;

Rza 11:43 05/10/93)

Laboratory Mlcrosystems PC/FORTH 16:07 07/13/93 a:\pwrcon.scr



RZQ 23:33 03/22/93)

TlMERO ( ..
64 T01CON I \ TO IS SET INTO TIMER MOOE

\ SEE DATABOOK SAB 80C166 PAGE 8-5

RESETP2-0 P2 iii 1 OR P2 I ;

SETP2-0 P2 iii 1 NOT AND P2 I

INITP2-0
DP2 iii 1 OR DP2

PUN1 (-
TlMERO
112 CCMO
3 DP2 ; \ CCOIO IS SET INTO CAMPARE MODE 3

\ SEE DATABOOK SAB 80C166 PAGE 8-10/20

Screen II 33
( COUNTER &PUNRZQ 09:28 05/10/93)

INTEGRATED ( n1 .- n2 )
KINT*2 A 16 M* Di(n-1) D+ INTERN-LIMIT*2A 16
2DUP DTO Di(n-1) /2 A 16 ;

Screen II 30
( INTEGRATOR ~ITH *2A 16 MANIPULATION

INMAX*2A 16 ( n .0 d )
INHAX *2A 16 ; \ SHIFT 16 BIT LOY TO HIGH

INMIN*2A 16 ( n _0 d )
INMIN *2 A 16 ; \ SHIFT 16 BIT LOY TO HIGH

INTERN-LIMIT*2 A 16 \ ( DI(n)7 -- Df(n) )
INMAX*2 A 16 DMIN INMIN*2 A 16 DMAX ; \ LIMITER DOUBLE FUNCTION

SHOU·ERROR (._)
COUNT-ERROR 1+ TO COUNT-ERROR
COUNT-ERROR 5000 > IF 0 TO COUNT-ERROR BEEP CR PERROR • THEN
\ PRINT THE ERROR EVERY 50*Ts

INIT-DAC (--)
PIJH1
-1024 TOREL I \ SET PUN INTO 10 BIT ACCURACY
-140 CC1 I; \ SET VH+ INTO A VALUE IN NORMAL STATE

>DAC ( n -- ) NEGATE CC1 I ; \ STORE TO DAC, COMPARE MODE
\ RELATED TO P~1

VTH+ ( •• n )
IPLUS 129 1000 */ \ CALCULATE CC1 TO DAC

Screen II 31
( CHOOSE-INTEGRATOR, AND COUNT-ERROR

VARIABLE 'INT ' INTEGRATES 'INT
INTEGRATOR 'INT iii EXECUTE;

RZQ 23:11 OS/27/93)
Screen II 34
( DAC RZQ 11:03 OS/28/93)

TEST-DAC> PUN1 -1024 TOREL -400 CC1
TEST-DAC< PUN1 -1024 TOREL -600 CC1

\ POUT < PREF
\ POUT> PREF

Screen II 32
( IPLUS RZQ 23:06 OS/27/93)

Screen #I 35
( T1, AND ~AIT-SAMPLE RZQ 18:36 03/22/93)

IPLUS ( •• n )
PERROR
INTEGRATED
10NOM + 2* IMIN - \ IPLUS =2*( 10NaH + fen) ) - IMIN

T7 T6 iii ; \ SHOY THE TIMER VALUE (SINGLE) , TIME UNIT 200 ns

~AIT-SAMPLE ( -. )
BEGIN

T7
SAMPLE-TIME>

UNTIL ;

-..Io
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Screen , 36
( DT1, AND DUAIT·SAMPLE RZQ 23:11 OS/27/93)

Screen fI 39
( IGN ITOR PULSE 111 03:32 03/23/93)

DT? ( .•. d )
T6 8 \ LOU \1)110
T5 a ; \ HIGH WORD

\ SHOU THE TIMER VALUE (DOUBLE)
\ TIME UNIT 400 ns

DUAIT-SAMPLE ( -- )
BEGIN

DT1
DSAMPLE-TIME D<

UNTIL;
\ D<:=D> SOFTWARE ERROR
\ UAIT IN Ts SECONDS = SAMPLE TIME

IGNITOR-HIGH
SETP2-0 \ SET THE IGNITOR ON, RELATED TO P2(O)
750 TO VHIGH ; \ HYSTERETIC

IGNITOR-LOU
RESETP2-0 \ SET THE IGNITOR OFF, RELATED TO P2(0)
790 TO VHIGH ; \ HYSTERETIC

Screen fI 37
( TESTING

10 IPLUS IMIN + 2/

RZQ 09:54 OS/24/93)

\ SIMULATION UTILITY

Screen II 40
( STATE TABLE

CEllS 2*

RZQ 14:06 06/03/93)

COLUMN ASCII 1 EMIT KEY ASCII 0 - DUP 5 U> ABOAT" BAHI ..

NORMAL CR
INIT-TIMEA
BEGIN

TI VTH+ \ 10 IS FOR SIMULATION, THE ACTUAL VALUE IS VTH+
WAIT-SAMPLE
>DAC SHOU-ERROR MENU

UNTIL; \ NORMAL STATE

CElL+ 2+

\ : COLUMN <VFC> V-STATE 2* <lOUT> I-STATE

STATE-TABLE
CREATE DOES>
IICOLUMNS 2* CELLS OLD-STATE * +
COLUMN 2* CELLS +
DUP ~ TO OLD-STATE CELL+ ~ EXECUTE

+ ,

Screen , 38
( integrat ion

integration
11 VTH+
UAIT-SAMPLE
>DAC SHOU-ERAOA

AZQ 23:12 OS/27/93)
Screen fI 41
( STATES: INIT, NOP, IGNIT, AND CONTA

INIT BEEP
INIT-DAC
INITP2-0
IGNITOA-LOU

o TO OLD-STATE
790 TO VHIGH
250 TO ILOU

." INIT .. CR

111 14:50 06/04/93)

NOP ." NOP" OLD-STATE <VFC>. VFC. CA ;

IGNIT BEEP IGNITOR-HIGH 250 TO ILOU ." IGNIT .. CA

CONTR IGNITOR-LOU 200 TO ILOU integration ." CONTR .. CR ;
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Screen #I 42
( PRINT-STATE, AND MESSAGES RZQ 14:07 06/03/93)

Screen #I 45
( IGNITOR-TEST RZQ 03:52 03/23/93)

PRINT-STATE CR ." OLD-STATE:: .. OLD-STATE
CR ." V-STATE ::" <VFC> V-STATE
CR ." I-STATE ::" <lOOT> I-STATE

MESS1 ." SHORT CIRCUIT .. PRINT-STATE IGNITOR-LOU ABORT

MESS2 ." IT'S NOT A LAMP" PRINT-STATE IGNITOR-LOU ABORT

MESS3 ." OVERLOAD" PRINT-STATE IGNITOR-LOU ABORT ;

MESS4 .. CIRCUIT IS DEFECT" PRINT-STATE IGNITOR-LOU ABORT

MESS5 .. LAMP IS DEFECT" PRINT-STATE IGNITOR-LOU ABORT ;

37500000. DVALUE DT-MAX

IGNITOR-TEST
BEGIN

<VFC> DUP CR
780 >

UNTIL
INIT-TIMER TI

BEGIN
IGNITOR-HIGH
<VFC> 300 < DT? DT-MAX D> OR

UNTIL IGNITOR-LOU ;

Screen #I 43
( TABLE RZQ 12:59 OS/27/93)

Screen #I 46
( CHANGE POUER RZQ 04:10 03/23/93)

STATE-TABLE CONTROLLER

IMMEDIATE DOES> S: >n CREATE

o >n :0 >n :1 2 >n :2

, ,

3 >n:3 4 >n :4 5 >n :5
POU500 500 TO PREF 500 TO SCALE

POU600 600 TO PREF 600 TO SCALE

:0 NOP
:3 MESS4
:3 MESS5
:3 NOP

:3 MESS1
:2 CONTR
:2 CONTR
:3 NOP

:0 NOP
:3 MESS4
:0 INIT
:3 NOP

:3 MESS2
:2 CONTR
:2 CONTR
:3 NOP

:1 IGNIT
:1 NOP
:1 IGNIT
:3 NOP

:3 MESS3
:3 MESS3
:2 CONTR
:3 NOP

TEST-VFC
BEGIN

<VFC> CR
?TERMI NAL

UNTIL ;

Screen #I 44
( RUN CONTROLLER

RUN
INIT
INIT-TIMER
BEGIN

CONTROLLER
MENU

UNTIL
PRINT-STATE
INIT-DAC
IGNITOR-LOU ;

RZQ 13:22 OS/28/93)
Screen #I 47
( RZQ 13:12 04/08/93)
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APPENDIX G. POWER MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In figure G.1 the poles are real, so there is no oscillation in the transient characteristic.

int. time constant:
- Ti = 1 s.

step response of:
- [prefj = 44%.

theory
~ experiment

•
10 118 9

t (s)
7654

1.6

t
1.55

1.5

[pla(t)] 1.45

1.4

1.35

1.3

1.25

1.2

1.15

1.1

1.05

1

0.95
0 1 2

Figure G.1. Power step response by too large integration time constant.
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In figure G.2 the poles are complex, so there is oscillation in the transient characteristic.

---,----- theory
~~ experiment

step response:
- [pref] = 44%.

0.25

t (s) -.

0.15

rr:-~~¥'d~~I1!IJ¥l~,4t~Ii1p~~~ int. time constant:
- Ti = 0.027 s.

0.05

1.8

1 1.7

1.6
[pla(t)]

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1

0.9

o.ai

Figure G.2. Power step response by too small integration time constant

In figure G.1 and figure G.2 these following conditions are valid: «~y=0.9 and ~y=1.05. So
«=0.86 (see also chapter 5.2.3).
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